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1.9 Unfairness in Global Information Flow
1.10 UNESCO Recommendations
Check Your Progress

1.1 Learning Objectives
In this unit the learners will able to understand;
 Concept of Globalization
 Media Globalization
 Global Economy
 Concepts of Global Village and Information Flow

1.2 Introduction
Globalisation is a change of world-wide system in which people, industries,
governments and countries across the world are being propelled into closer political,
economic, and cultural unions. Because globalisation is happening all around us and is
the lives of everyone, we need to understand why it is taking place and how it relates to
media circulating around the world. The leading force for globalisation is a corporate
profit-making initiative that is reaching beyond domestic markets to fertile strange
markets in order to secure cheaper labour pool and raw materials, and new consumers
for existing and yet-to-be-developed products and services.

1.3 Concept of Globalization
If you have ever called a help line for a product you have purchased and ended up
talking to a customer service representative in another country, you have experienced a
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single instance of how globalisation leads to companies to outsource certain functions
to cheaper labour markets located in foreign nations.
The media industry is just one of many commercial industries worldwide that are
contributing to the climate of globalisation. The media industry affects globalisation
and in turn is affected by globalisation.
The promiscuity of corporate profit is leading to increasing coordination among
governments and global quasi government institutions. Organisations such as the World
Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The on-World Trade Organisation
(WTO), The United Nations (UN) and its different wings such as The World Health
Organisation (WHO), the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), and the
European Union (EU) are all international bodies to which national governments have
ceded control over certain domestic, economic and political activities.
Globalisation is both a modern and a very old phenomenon. In ancient Greece
philosopher Plato wrote about a very early kind of globalisation in “The Republic”.
Plato contemplated what on ideal nation-state would consist of within the known
community of nation-states.
Six thousand years after Plato, the Canadian Medieval English Literature Professor in
the University of Toronto Marshall McLuhan, in "The Global Village”: Transformation
in worldly life and Media in the 21st century (1992) wrote about a mind-set being
created through advances in media technology, where all people around the world feel
connected to each other as if they lived in the same local community.
At the turn of the 2000 millennium, scholars from almost ale university disciplines
continue to study what globalisation means, where we are in the globalisation process,
what the effects of globalisation really and what the effects are likely to be.

1.4 Factors Stimulating Globalisation
Globalisation is being inspired by at least four factors that are converging through
corporate commercialism into an aggressive pursuit of international markets. These are
international travel; communication technologies; rise of global media conglomerates;
and audience curiosity. We will discuss the rise of media conglomerates and audience
curiosity in unit-2 of this block. Here we will focus on other two factors.
1.4.1 International Travel
Today people are travelling to more destinations than ever before because of
advancement in surface, air and water transportation. When people travel to other
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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countries, they set into motion and exchange of information that help give rise to a
greater curiosity about countries and regions of the world. The exchange of information
occurs at three levels. First, people who travels abroad gain knowledge about foreign
lands. Second, people who travel & abroad interact with people in other countries and
there by pass information about their own country to the people in other cultures. Third,
people who travel abroad bring back knowledge of foreign nations and spread
information - however condensed it becomes mainly through conversations with
relatives, friends and acquaintances.
Certainly, television is helping to smooth the way for increased travel to foreign
destinations particularly, on satellite and cable channels, travel shows provide
audiences with a glimpse into the look and feel of foreign nations and their cultures.
These shows help to identify countries and various regions of the world that might be
interesting to visit because of their history landscape, architecture scenery, climate
food, inexpensive goods, relaxed laws, and other attractive qualities. At very basic
level, travel shows help expose nations that previously might have been perceived as
evil, peculiar, or not perceived at all.
1.4.2 Communication Technologies
A second factors, that plays prominent role in globalization involves advances in
communication technologies. At one level the personal communication gadgets
including the cell phones, have made communications across national boundaries
easier, cheaper and faster. At another level, advances in television technologies are
spurring corporate commercialism and globalisation. Primarily because of satellite and
cable distribution systems, television listing includes channels and programmes that
either originate in foreign countries or make mention of people and events in foreign
countries. As result, depending on where you live and how you access television, the
average selection of television programmes includes more international content than
ever before.

1.5 Media Globalisation
Denis McQuail writes that recent term of the communication revolution has been
marked by a new phenomenon of media attentiveness in both intercontinental and
multimedia, leading to the world media industry being increasingly dominated by a
small number of very large media firms. In some cases, these developments are the
achievement of a fairly traditional breed of media “mogul” (Tunstall and Palmer, 1991)
though with new names. Despite the high visibility of larger-than-life media moguls, it
is likely that the trend is rather towards more impersonal patterns of ownership and
operation, as befits such large global enterprises.
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Media developments in emerging markets such as South America and India have given
rise to their own national media moguls and multimedia firms often with foreign
investments.
Certain types of media content lend themselves to globalisation of ownership and
control of production and distribution. These include news, feature films popular music
recordings, television serials and books. Tunstall (1991) refers to these as “one-off”
media, by contrast with the “cash flow” media newspapers and television stations,
which have generally resisted multinational ownership.
The “one off" product can be more easily designed for an international market and land
itself to more flexible marketing and distribution over longer time span.
News was the first product to be “commodified" by way of the main international news
agencies. These are, in effect, “Wholesale” suppliers of news as a commodity and it is
easy to see why national media, find it much more convenient and economical to "buy”
news about the rest of the world than to collect them.
The rise of the global news agencies of the twentieth century was made possible by
telegraph and telephony and stimulated by war, trade, imperialism and industrial
expansion. Government involvement was quite common. For these seasons the main
press agencies in the era after the Second World War were North American (UPI and
AP). British (Reuters), French (HFP) and Russian (TASS). Since then, the U.S.
dominance has declined in relative terms with the virtual demise of UPI, while other
agencies have grown (such as the German DPA, Chinese Xinhua and the Japanese
kyudo). Tass has been replaced by ITAR-TASS, still a state agency.
According to Tunstall. (2007) despite general American media dominance, Europe had
become the largest producer and consumer of foreign- news. Paterson (1998) writes
that the three television news agencies that originate much of the international news
used by the world's broadcasters are Reuters, world Television News (WTN) and
Associated Press Television News (APTV). Tunstalland Machen (1999) refer to a
virtual world news monopoly controlled by the U.S. Associated press and the British
Reuters. The French AFP, German DPA, and Spanish EFE are also big players.
It is clear that predominance is shaped by the domestic strength of the media
organisations concerned, in terms of market size, degree of concentration and economic
resources. The English language confers an extra status.
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The foremost example of internationalisation of media ownership, production and
distribution is that of popular music industry to development of the last sixty years,
with a high proportion of several major markets being in hands of "big five”
companies. Following the merger of Bertelsmann and Sony (2004), there are four
dominant companies: Sony, Warner, Universal and EMI. About a third of the all worldwide recording sales are in American hands (Turrow 2000)
Advertising provides another example of very high concentration and
internationalisation According Tunstall (2007) about six leading of the world’s
advertising expenditure. Advertising agencies tend also to control market research,
media buying and public relations companies. As Thussu(2009)comments, ‘a western,
and more specifically, Anglo-American stamp is visible on global branding.
Most attention tends to be paid to the US-based multimedia firms with global
operations, such as HOL - Time warner, Disney, NBC-Vivendi, Bertelsmann, News
Corporation, Sony etc, but there are now quite a few multimedia conglomerates
elsewhere in the world.
Globalisation and concentration of large media companies tend also to lead to cartelforming and very large firm co-operate in various ways as well as compete companies
also co-operate by sharing revenue, co-production, co-purchasing of movies and
dividing up local outlets.
Although the story becomes increasingly complicated by the rise of Japanese and
European media enterprises, there is little doubt that the use has benefited most from
global expansion in media markets.
According to Chan – Olmstead and Chang (2003), European media firms are less
inclined to diversity internationally.
Global Mass Media Diversities
Global mass communication according to McQuail, is a multifaceted phenomenon
that takes a variety of forms. These include:
• Direct transmission and distribution of media channels or complete publications
from one country sale of newspapers (sometimes in special editions) and books,
certain satellite television channels, and officially sponsored international radio
broadcast services.
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• Certain specifically international media, such as MTV Europe, CNN international,
BBC world, TVCing, Television del sur, Al-Jazeera and soon plus the international
news agencies.
• Content items of many kinds (films, music, TV programmes, journalistic items etc)
that are imported to make up parts of domestic media output.
• Forms and genres of foreign origin that are adopted or remade to suit domestic
audiences.
• International news items, whether about a foreign country or made in a foreign
country that appear in domestic media.
• Miscellaneous content such as sporting events advertising and pictures that have a
foreign reference or origin.
• The World Wide Web (last but not the least) in many different forms, over lapping
with some of the above.
It is clear from this record that there is no sharp living line between media content that
is global and that which is ‘national’ or local mass communication is almost by
definition ‘global' in potential, although most countries have a mainly domestic media
supply. The United States is one such case, but American media culture does have
many foreign cultural influences, through trade and immigration at is also directly
globalised by the orientation of much of its own production towards world markets.
There are natural barriers of language and culture that resist globalisation (Biltereyst,
1992). Economics can limit as well as stimulate imports. In general, the wealthier even
when small in population, the more chance it has to afford its media autonomy. The
forms of globalisation are diverse and other meaning of the team elastic. Some of
meanings are shown in box below.
The meanings of Media Globalisation
•
Increasing media ownership forms.
•
Increasing media ventures across the world.
•
Same or very similar news and entertainment products.
•
Audience can choose media from other countries.
•
Trends of homogenisation and westernisation.
•
Contextualization of media experience in respect to culture and location.
•
Free flow of International communication.

1.6 Issue of the Immigrant Workers
Ethnic diversity within work places is constantly changing the organisational structure
of most parts of the world. For example, the numbers of immigrants joying the work
force from Africa, Asia and Middle East, that workforce continues to increase each
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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year. In the United States, the proportion of non-white (Asian, Black and Hispanic
American) men is growing and this trend was expected to continue. In the Middle East
many workers come from India, South East Asia and the Philippines, while in Asian
countries, like Malaysia the work force is also becoming more diverse.
Working in cross-cultural groups allows organizations to make use of limited incomes
thus increase their competitive advantage. As a result of such economic and cultural
changes, people with diverse cultural back grounds are working side by side in many
countries, creating work place that is inter-cultural in nature.
The flow of migrant workers as a result of economic transformation also leads to an
increase in cultural competition migrant workers tend to flow from states with lower
economic opportunities toward with greater opportunities.
In western European countries, for example, with opening up of national borders within
the European Union, European nation-states have been granting social rights - although
formally no real political rights to migrants (Soysal, 1994). This change has increased
the perception of competition on the part of the native population.
France, for example, is home to the largest number of North African immigrants, due to
its long colonial involvement in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia, followed by Holland,
Belgium, Spain, Italy and Germany. Different citizenship and immigration laws as well
as the socio-political climate of each host country, determined to a large extent how
North Africans have engaged with the host culture.
While allowing the benefits that can be obtained from a culturally diverse workforce,
studies constantly indicate problem that are often experienced by inclusive workers,
such conflicts in expectations a lack of communication competence and attitude
problems such support as uncertainty. Thus, accepting the cultural tensions, created by
economic changes, a challenge we face in the business context of Intercultural
communication.

1.7 Promoting Global Business Exchange
According to the International Business Trend Report (Training and Development
1999), three competencies that are essential in the global workplace of the twenty-first
century inter-cultural communication skills, a problem-solving ability, and global band
leadership when money and Jobs cross borders, there are challenges and opportunities
facing individuals of different backgrounds who live, and work together (Cooper et al,
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2007). People of different ethnic backgrounds bring their cultural baggage to the
workplace.
In a multinational organisation, for instance, mainly employees may heavily emphasize
the values of family togetherness, harmony in relationships and respect seniority,
whereas Australian employees may value individuality and personal achievements
more highly. A work group consisting of members from different cultural backgrounds
is more likely to experience difficulties in communication or to experience
miscommunication, dysfunctional conflict and turnover, if the group members are not
inter culturally competent. This is clearly reflected in research conducted by Taylor cox
and his associates (1991) who studies the effects of ethnic differences in groups and the
cooperative and competitive behaviours of group members. Their finding sindicate that
Asian & Black and Hispanic employer more cooperative orientation to a task than
Anglos.
Ethnic diversity in the workplace creates challenges for management in today's
business, but attention to diversity issues has the potential to bolster employee morale
create an inclusive climate in organisations and spark creative innovation.
Communicating with unfamiliar cultures does not simply mean finding a translator to
facilitate discussions in a foreign language (Beamer and Varner, 2009). Communication
is about unarticulated meanings and the thinking behind words, not just the words
peruse. To understand the significance of a message from someone, you need to
understand that person's perception and the most important values is that person's view
of the world. You need to know what to expect when someone engages in a particular
behaviour.

1.8 Life in a Global Village
“I do not want my house to be walled in on all sides and my windows to be shifted. I
want all the cultures of all lands to be blown about my house as freely as possible. But I
refuse to be blown off my feet by any.” Mahatma Gandhi.
Our families lived in small villages; most of them rarely attempted has from their own
communities. They lived and died close to where they were boon, and much of their
information sharing was done through face-to-face communication with others who
were much like themselves.
In recent years, advances in transportation, improvements in telecommunications
technologies, and increases in international business and political exchanges have
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brought outsiders from different parts of the world into face-face-contact consequently
the old villages were opened up to people who were unlike our ancestors.
In 1964, Canadian media culture analyst Marshall McLuhan coined the term global
village to describe a world in which communication technology such as television,
radio and news services – brings news and information to the most remote parts of the
planet. Today, McLuhan's vision of a global village is no longer considered an abstract
idea but turns into a reality.
We can exchange ideas easily and quickly with people across the globe and if you're a
citizen you can probably is seen spending over to percent of your time online, building
personal relationships including online friendships and even romances.
Evidence of the legitimacy and acceptance of these types’ relationships can be found,
for instance, in Warner Brothers popular 1998 movie ‘You've got Mail', which played
on the increasing mainstream acceptance of romantic relationships formed over the
Internet. In the movie two better writing lovers, Kathleen (Meg Ryan) and Joe (Tom
Hanks) know each other only by their Internet handles of ‘Shop girl, and ‘Ny152',
completely unaware that their sweet heart is in fact the co-worker towards whom they
feel a certain degree of animosity.
The people we exchange e-mails with on the internet are now more than ever likely to
come from different countries, be of different ethnic or cultural backgrounds, have
different life experiences.
Over the Net an official can work from his home, a patient can consult a doctor a client
can interact with his lawyer, businessman can talk to another businessman in a faraway
country, students can have their classes, a farmer can take advice from an agricultural
expert and a political leader can be in touch with his voters, just as a young person can
have chats with his or her friend.
In a global village, we come in contact with more people virtually, but modern
transport systems also bring us into contact with more people physically. Our society
today is more movable than what it was in the past. Now a days, the distant corners of
the world by Jet-travel would take only some hours and not months as it was by ships
on the sea.
Such cases of mobility change the nature of the society. Families and individuals often
search of new economic, carrier or life style opportunities. An Indian can work in
Britain, and a Britons works in USA, an American can work in France.
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Increasing mobility and technology makes the world smaller but more diverse
However, while changes in technology have simplified the exchange of ideas, they
have also magnified the possibility for misunderstandings. If we consider that people
with the same cultural background may experience problems communicating with each
other, we can appreciate more fully the difficulties that people from different cultures
may encounter when trying to communicate. All types of goods and services are
available in the super markets of the global village and there is no scarcity in the means
of communication, but understanding other cultures is a major challenge we face today,
living in a global society.
As members the global village, we can celebrate the sickness of the human imagination
along with its diverse products. Key to appreciating cultural differences, is acquiring
intercultural knowledge and developing Intercultural communication skills.
Intercultural knowledge opens doors to the treasure house of human experience. If
reveals to us countless ways of experiencing, sensing feeling and knowing. It helps us
to question our own stance on issues that we may once have taken for granted. It
widens our vision to include an alternative perspective of valuing and relating.
By understanding the beliefs, values and world views that influence alternative
communication approaches we can understand the logic that motivates the behaviours
of others, who are culturally different to ourselves.
Cultural differences do not prevent us from communicating with each other, rather,
they enrich us through communication, and culturally sensitive communication can
increase national closeness and deepen cultural awareness (Ting Toomey and Chung,
2005)
Prof. Mckenzie writes that despite its potential to contribute to a greater understanding
of the world, globalization receives three major criticisms advanced by various citizen
groups, academics, governments, quest governmental bodies and media professionals.
These criticisms have been debated at the highest internationals levels and have often
pitted countries and regions again stone another. For most part the developing countries
have been in conflict with industrially and technologically, advanced countries.

1.9 Unfairness in Global Information Flow
This criticism focuses on an, inequality in the flow of information through-out the
world's during the 1970s and the early 1980s, the UNESCO was the hot bed of an
emotional debate about the flow of information through media across the globe –
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particularly as it puts developing countries, at a disadvantage, while putting the
Western countries at an advantage.
The debate is summarised in "The Global media Debate: Its Rise, Fall and Renewal"
(1993), edited by George Gerbner, Hamid Mowlana and Kaarle Nordenstreng. Over the
years, the debate has been labels with such acronyms as New international information
order NIIO), the New World Information order (NWIO, and the new world Information
and communication order (NWICO).
The debate lost momentum in 1984, when the USA withdrew from UNESCO, in part
because of the criticisms of the information flow debate. Representatives from the USA
argued that the First Amendment to the constitution - guaranteeing the freedom of
expression, prohibited any direct interference from the government in the flow of
information into, and out of the USA.
Sceptics of the withdrawal by the USA argued that global media conglomerates were
successful at lobbying us representatives to withdraw from UNESCO in order to
preserve the exclusive right of media executives to make the decision about importing
and exporting media.
Essentially global information flow is the study of how media content moves around
the world through newspapers, television programmes, radio programmes, websites and
other media that people access.


Criticism about the international information inflow revolve around perceptions
by representatives from the Third world developing nations that their countries
receive spare, and unfair coverage in the flow of global information one
perception has to do with the use of the phrase Third world nations to describe
“developing countries”. The phrase has been detected “as being too meaning to
describe developing countries”.
Historically speaking, as Mckenzie writes, the phrase ‘Third world’ was
invented to describe the countries that did not into the (First World) capitalist
ideology or a (Second World) communist ideology. However, ‘Third world’
continues to be used in some debates and discussions about developing
countries, the phrase has largely gone out of favour not just because of its
negative connections, but also it has lost relevancy as countries emerged that did
not fit into a capitalist or communist bracket. Of course, communism later had a
downfall.
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A second perception has more to do with patterns of information flow around
the globe that create inequities in the direction, volume and representation of
information flowing back and forth between developing countries, and the
affluent western nation. The criticism has singled out particular countries the
US and the UK and regional associations Europe and North America, Englishspeaking countries as being responsible for the unfair information flow. Howard
Frederick pointedly refers to the USA in “Global Communication and
International Relations" (1993) as the 'world's most communicating nation’.



The first criticised pattern is direction, or the way in which information moves
around the world. The criticism is aimed at information flow that is mostly unconditional that is when information flows mostly from one country or region to
another country or region but not vice versa. The five main situations cited by
researchers being unidirectional include the flow of information from western
countries into developing countries, from Northern Hemisphere countries to into
southern Hemisphere countries, from English-speaking countries to nonEnglish-speaking countries; from larger countries into smaller countries, and
from wealthier countries into poorer countries.
Critics content that countries with little information flowing out of them to the
rest of the world are vulnerable to distorted perceptions about those countries
being created in worldwide media content produced in foreign countries.
The second identified pattern is volume of the quantum of information,that
flows into or out of a country.



One particular focus of the criticism about the volume of global information
flow is the news flow. Critics argue that global news flow is dominated by
western news wholesalers, which sell information facts, news stories, audio
sound bites and video footage to media organizations (Primarily newspapers,
radio stations, and television stations) around the world.
These media organisations either re-distribute the information they purchase or
use it as a building block for constructing newspapers. Global news wholesalers
consist mainly of video news services (CNN, Reuters TV and worldwide
Television News as well as news agencies).
Much of the criticism in this area is directed at the content of the news agencies,
because it provides the basic building blocks of hundreds and thousands of
stories delivered by newspapers, radio, television and the in Internet across the
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world. Robert Stevenson in his “Global communication in the Twenty-First
Century” (1994) points out that approximately 50 percent of the news that
circulates around the globe originates the "big" news agencies! AP, UPI (both
based in the USA), Reuters (based in the UK) and (AFP)(based in France). All
the four news agencies are base in western countries.
Some critics charge that too much of the global news flowis derived within the
ideological framework of a western country orientation.


The third dimension of global information flow that has been criticised is the
misrepresentation of countries-specifically, that developing countries are
routinely portrayed in negative ways by foreign media. According to Critics,
what makes the impact of this pattern even worse is that information about
foreign countries in the domestic media of some countries is less from the start.
As a result, any negative images of foreign are amplified and tend countries in
domestic media are amplified and tend to leave an especially indelible
impression for audience not yet familiar with basic background information
about the countries in question. In addition, these negative images can become
what people instinctively think about when certain developing countries are
brought to their attention through the news media or through conversation with
others.

1.10 UNESCO Recommendations
The information order debate that occurred in the 1970s within the UNESCO and the
United Nations produced a line of thinking that the structure of global information flow
possibly needed to be restructured and focused on three major changes:
1. Money should be provided by new regional news agencies, which would be original
to the developing countries on which the news would report. One such instance
which grew out of there commendations, is the Caribbean News Corporation
(CNC), formerly the Caribbean News Association(CANA), an online and news
agency that provided news to island media in the Caribbean.
2. Indigenous news reporters those who live in the foreign country should be used by
news organizations to report on foreign countries.
3. Editors, directors, producers, reporters and other news personnel should make a
reliable effort to balance negative news stories with positive news stories when
covering developing countries.
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Prof. Denis Mc Quaid provides the concluding remarks to globalisation discourses. He
writes that the degree to which mass communication should be considered a national or
an international phenomenon has always been uncertain and also the source of some
controversy. The issue has both theoretical and practical implications some theory has
posited mass media as a strong force for national unity, while other theory view itas
undermining national cultural identity autonomy. The controversy systems not only
from the alleged effects of cultural or informational dependency, but also from the fact
that national autonomy in respect of production, content and distribution is related to
the size and wealth of the country concerned.
The United States is the only country that is more of less self-sufficient and selfcontained in media terms, although it is still not immune to the effects of globalisation
since its major media industries also positioned as major exporters and production is
thereby affected. Audience reception theory and research has tended to downplay the
extent towhich cultures are undermined by imported media content since meanings are
changed and renegotiated at the point of reception according to local circumstances.
The media, says McQuail, since the early days of printing, have always been to some
extent international in respect of content and distribution, although the intended mass
media are primarily national. The rise of the mass newspaper owed a good deal to the
international news agencies that for much of their history with were also related to the
governments of the ‘great power’ and thus closely linked to the System.
Imperialism and war fed the news media amply before the second world was, and after
it the Cold War did the same for 40-plus years. The media of emerging post-colonial
and developing societies provided the battleground for the media wars between the
west and east masss lot news media as a result, were both national and international and
‘their global’ be content was mediated through the gates and perspectives of national
interest, largely as seen by government of business or business as well as the
assumptions of media about their audiences.
Critical theory sought to combat the extreme imbalance that developed between
developed ‘North’ and developing ‘South' in the flow of content and communicative
power through the international media system. Strictly speaking international media
that seek deliberately to transmit across national frontiers have been and still are quite
uncommon and held back bythe lack of global audience markets and the barriers of
culture and language.
McQuail continues; underlying ideas about the potential of international
communication for good or ill are certain assumptions about the effects of such
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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communication. Two aspects of this relate to the diffusion by way of mass media (there
is not likely to be any other effective way) of news of events occurring in other
countries and to the mental maps of the world that are as likely to be shaped by media
fiction as by news.
The notion of global mass communication received an impetus during the 1980s and
beyond from the application of satellite and telecommunication technology that allowed
direct communication (broadcasting) over much larger distances. However, the main
forces working towards ‘global mass communication’ have continued to be the
industries that produce similar content for global media markets, especially in the form
of music, film and television fiction, sports and advertising.
Global mass communication is also strongly promoted by trends towards the
international conglomeration of (multi) media firms, so that it is not only a familiar
audience experience, but also a phenomenon of media systems.
The internet was hailed as a 'worldwide medium from the start but is gradually being
integrated into the structure of national as well as international media business. There
continues to be an underlying tension between the forces of technology and economics
that work towards global systems and cultural forces that generally operate within subglobal (although not necessarily) networks of human association, McQuail asserts.
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Check Your Progress
1. Define the concepts of globalization?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
2. What do you understand about media globalization?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
3. Define the impact of media globalization on international aspects?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
4. Define the concept of global village and the changing scenario of
information flow?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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UNIT-2: Rise of Media Conglomerates
2.0 UNIT STRUCTURE
2.1 Learning Objectives
2.2 Introduction
2.3 Rise of Global Media Conglomerates
2.4 Audience Curiosity
2.5 Facts of Global Journalism
2.5.1 Globalization of Television Market
2.5.2 Ownership, Synergy and Convergence in Global Television
2.6 Rupert Murdoch’s News Corporation
2.7 Ted Turner(CNN)
2.8 Gulf War
2.9 September 11, Attacks
Check Your Progress

2.1Learning Objectives
After completion of this unit the learner will able to understand;
 Global Media Conglomerates
 Audience Curiosity
 Rupert Murdoch’s News Corporation
 Ted Turner(CNN)

2.2 Introduction
The factor that affecting globalisation is the rise of global media conglomerates. A
global media conglomerate is a giant parent corporation that controls over a merger of
wholly and partially-owned subsidiaries, companies and divisions that are distributed
across the globe, and that are afforded great local autonomy with individual countries in
terms of product design and distribution.

2.32.3 Rise of Global Media Conglomerates
Global media conglomerates grow through mergers between companies, acquisitions of
companies and strategic alliances with other conglomerates. Sometimes, it is difficult to
trace media content back to a particular global media conglomerate because the
company or division that produced the media content is jointly owned bythan one
global media conglomerate.
Global media conglomerates have largely replaced multinational companies (MNC) as
the predominant business model for overseas media distribution on the old model a
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multinational company placed a central headquarters in a particular country, and ran the
subsidiary companies and the company divisions abroad according to a set of core
values that emanated from the central headquarters. In contrast, global media
conglomerates have a decentralised value system that respond to local market
conditions in individual countries and regions with content that may or may not be
desired in home country of other foreign markets served by the conglomerate for
instance, Viacom’s MTV in the USA generally suns less risks but more violent videos
than those aired by MTV in European nations.
Media conglomerates have a decentralised value system that gears programming to the
perceived unique market demands of individual countries and regions.
Global media conglomerates are greatly diversified, in that they attain revenue not only
from a wide range of media products and services, but also from non-media products
and services. For example, General Electrics (G.E) of America owns the National
Broadcasting Company (NBC) television network, the GE Financial network which
sells auto insurance, home mortgages; stocks and bonds; and the General Electric
Aircraft Engine Corporation, which sells jet engines as well as other properties.
The global media conglomerates can be difficult to conceptualise as distinct entities
became, they are very complex organisation. Typically, a giant parent company owns
multiple subsidiary companies. For instance, Viacom owns the Infinity Radio group,
which in turn owns the CBS Radio. Because of the parent company is not usually in the
forefront when media content is exhibited, the parent company can be largely invisible
to the public. The subsidiary companies of global media conglomerates have greater
name and identity recognition, though sometimes they also remain invisible when
media content is exhibited if their branding is not present in the content.
Another complexity, in the world wide reaches of global media conglomerates. Since, it
is impossible for us to be in all of the world's countries at the same time, it is difficult to
understand a single instance of media content as one component in the worldwide
organisational structure of a global media conglomerate, for example, when we watch a
television show, most of the time, we probably are tracing the show back through the
channel that crisis it to the company that produced it to the company that owns both the
channel and to the parent corporation that owns that company as well as other
companies, to as many of the countries, we can think of in which the show is
distributed.
The rise of global media conglomerate is challenging the conception of nationality as a
primary defining Influence on self-identity. Because the media conglomerate is
decentralised and largely a morpheus entity that stretches, beyond country borders,
audiences are targeted regardless of where they live. Such cross border assembling of
audience has led to the conjecture that the role of national boundaries in helping to form
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individual identity and social cohesiveness is being greatly, diminished. Some believe
that the emerging conception of self is guided not as much by where person lives, but
rather by the media content that she or he accesses.
However, despite the diminishment of national boundaries, the country as a unit
remains a central concept of globalisation. That is, though media products are
increasingly marketed across country borders, the products are shaped and consumed
uniquely within individual countries and influenced uniquely by regulations within
individual countries that sets the parameters of media content in response to
countrywide perceptions of cultural values. For example, the children's programme
‘Blues Clues, was distributed in both the USA and the UK. However, there are two
essential differences that are a result of shaping ‘Blues Clues' as a product according to
perceptions of production conventions and audience needs that differ between
countries. One difference is that the host of the programme in the USA version
happened be American, where as the host of the programme in the U.K. happened to be
English Another difference is that UK version, would include an educational song that
the best sing about things children should do when they get ready for bed brushing their
teeth and going potty, so they won't have to get up in the riddle of the night. In the US
version, the time that would be filled by the educational – song segment might be filled
with advertisements as promotional messages for upcoming television shows.
A handful of media conglomerates, such as AOL Time – Warner, Walt Disney, Viacom
and NBC universal of the USA Bertesmann of Germany, News Corporation of
Australia News Corporation of Australia and Sony of Japan control bulk of the global
media production and distribution.

2.4 Audience Curiosity
The final factor affecting globalisation is an increasing curiosity by media audiences
about other parts of the world. Satellite and cable television, in particular, is
increasingly delivering shows originating from foreign countries, as well as domestic
shows that portray foreign cultures. Across the globe, offerings in domestic television
schedules and internet sites show an increase in content that is foreign-based or centred
on foreign countries. However, for countries isolated by geography and with a limited
history of importing media content, the taste for foreign material must be acquired.
To the audience with minimal prior, direct experience of foreign cultures, imported
media content initially is often too foreign" to be attractive. This is because the ability
to understand, appreciate and enjoy foreign programming is predicted to some extent on
being familiar with the look of the foreign people, as well as the production
conventions used to create the foreign content and the language that is spoken.
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In a way, the desire for foreign television programming is similar to drinking coffee or
tea, which rarely tastes good to the first-time drinker because these drinks are a foreign
that is, so unlike anything encountered before. But once the taste for coffee or tea is
'acquired after more person may seek these drinks out or even feel she or he needs it
them.
Similarly, first time audiences have little appetite for foreign media content, because
the state has not established yet for unusual styles, structure and language. But after
repeatedly accessing the foreign media content, the taste can become endemic to
reading, listening, or viewing habits. This metaphor goes only so far in explaining the
reaction to beginning experiences of foreign media content, but it does reveal how a
critical stage of developing a taste for imported media content must be reached before
foreign content is craved and actively pursued.

2.5 Facets of Global Journalism
Global news almost always is centred in the West. As Stuart Hall says: Western
technology the concentration of capital, the concentration of advanced lobar in the
western societies and the stories and the imagery of western societies: these remain the
driving powerhouse of this global mass culture. In that sense, it is centred in the west
and always speaks English (Hall, 1996) Featherstone comments: “The reaction to
globalization of course is localization of news and reporting. However, journalism
needs global journalism; it needs journalists who practise journalism in the global
context". (Featherstone, 1996)
This globalisation of journalism became practical first with the advanced of satellite
distribution and then with the rise of the Internet dissemination of news satellites and
Internet provoked global Journalism that transcends borders and has no artificial
boundaries. This globalisation was further speeded up by the fairly uniform policy
throughout the world, of de regulation and privatization of the existing broadcasting
organizations and their owners.
•
Technology let, loose vast new markets for the electronic media. Viewers and
readers around the globe now use, western news programming to find out what is
happening in the rest of the word. What is happening is that local media companies and
their newsrooms are beginning to hit back to master western journalistic and production
techniques for their own local ends and for their own markets.
•
Global news sources very uneven. Some cities, of the world have hundreds of
reporters from around the world covering news stories that happen there. This, of
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course, affects the picture of the world as a whole and the picture of the individual
trouble spots.
•
The other problem about global news coverage is the pressure of over
simplicity. Time and space constraints tend to reduce what is happening however
important and whatever the global repercussions to simplify, often to one basic story
around which all other events float.
Practising global journalism also means allowing for other attitudes, other cultures and
other approaches. It means there can often be many truths, not just the one western
certainty, that western journalists have grown up with. New implies views… and that
means subjectivity.
•
International reporting all too often is about mega-disasters. International,
reporting of the life of the countries and people should be about more than disasters and
wars. It should give outsiders an understanding of the people of a country to others
elsewhere.
The practice of global journalism also means not becoming too dependent on official
sources, we should see for ourselves, be there, judge and report for ourselves. News
manipulation, can be easy when the porters don't know the country, the people and the
politics.
•
Journalists live in a world where they have to take risks. The difficulty is that
the western-trained journalists believe that risk is a good thing to run. They not only,
cause there in the firing line when the story is dangerous, they also in the firing line
when the story is more mandate but politicians, statesmen business people, owners and
rich influential people throughout the world try to change the face of journalism and
what it publishes.
•
Journalism has never been more dangerous, both in the national and global
context. Each time the death of a journalist covering some global conflict or story, is a
reminder of the unique risks and possibilities of practising global journalism and
covering world's disaster spots, writes Jhon Herbert.
2.5.1 Globalizing the Television Market
The globalization of television is a feature of the dynamic logic of capitalism, which
stops from the pursuit of profit as the primary goal. This requires the constant
production of news commodities and new markets so that capitalism is inherently
expansionist and dynamic. While there is money made from production and sale of
television programmes, these are also a means to sell technological hardware of
television, from satellites sets and to deliver audiences to advertisers so that television
stands at the core of widest commercial activities and is central to the expansion of
consumer capitalism. Thus, to understand the globalisation of television, we need to
grasp the changing character of its economic and organizational facets.
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2.5.2 Ownership, Synergy and Convergence in Global Television
The meaning of television ownership lies with the issue of constraint and independence
related to diversity of monopoly control so that, it is argued diversity of programmes is
related to diversity of ownership and control. Murdock and Golding (1977) have argued
that the ownership of communications by private capital is subject to a general process
of concentration via conglomeration.
This produces multimedia and multi-industry corporations who are part of a wider
process of capital conglomeration. Thus, many commercial television companies have
investment interests in either media and non-media activities or are part of
organisations that do. On the basis of their core activities, Murdock (1990)
distinguishes three basic kinds of conglomerates operating in the global
communications field.
1.
2.
3.

Industrial conglomerates
Service conglomerates
Communications conglomerates

Any contemporary exploration of television technology and ownership need to be
placed in the context of wider changes in the global communications industries. Radical
changes in telecommunications have been constituted by a combination of
technological development and market change which have contributed both to the
creation of global communications giants and to the convergence (or erosion of
boundaries) between sectors. Thus, technological developments such as the unfolding
of fibre optic cable, satellite technology and digital switching technology have opened
up commercial possibilities that have led telecommunications to be hailed by
corporation and state alike as the industry as the future of particular significance are the
process of synergy, convergence and deregulation.
From the mid-1980s onwards there has been a good deal of diversification by financial,
computer and data processing companies into telecommunications, creating multimedia
giants, dominating sectors of the market. Companies need the financial power than can
come from mergers to undertake the massive investment needed to be a player in the
global market. For example, the 1989 merger of time and warner created the largest
media group in the world with a market capitalisation of 25 billion dollars. This was
followed in 1995 by Time warner’s acquisition of Turner Broadcasting (CNN). In the
late 1993 the merger of Paramount communications and Viacom, owner of MTV, saw
the emergence of a 17-billion-dollar company, making it the fifth largest media group
time warner, News Corporation, Bertelsmann and Walt Disney.
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One of the prime reasons for these developments is the search for synergy. In effect
synergy means the bringing together of the various elements of television and other
media at the levels of both production and distribution so that they fit together, and
complement each other to produce, lower costs and higher profits. No communications
organisation represents that synergy better than Rupert Murdoch's news Corporation.

2.6 Rupert Murdoch’s News Corporation
In transnational media ownership the Australian-born Keith Rupert Murdoch,
proprietor of News corps is known as the ‘boss of the World’. He owns 175 newspapers
across the globe, controls at least 173 million pay TV households through a worldwide
satellite connectivity, owns one of the world's largest movie studios- the Twentieth
Century Fox, runs one of the popular cable news channels-fox news, controls Harper
Collins Publishing, Hearst Book Group, Zondervan publishing House and fox sports.
His products and services are news, television shows and television production Books,
films and Direct Broadcast satellite cables. He is also famous and infamous for his
political manipulations in this media empire.
The media merchant Murdoch's star television service provides news, information and
entertainment to his millions of viewers at least in forty countries which includes India,
China, Japan, Taiwan, Australia, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Hong Kong, Thailand, Pakistan
and Kuwait. Murdoch’s Sky TV is in South Africa as well as in Europe.
Murdoch presides over the fourth largest communication empire in the world. His Fox
TV comprise the fourth ranking US national TV channel STAR TV is the largest
network in the Asia-Pacific region. Particularly in South East Asia, the STAR TV has
achieved spectacular growth.
Murdoch arrived in Japan with J Sky B, the United States with A Sky B' and the United
Kingdom with the B Sky B and launching of a digital stream of two hundred theme
channels and services.
It was Murdoch’s Twentieth century Fox which made the two-billion-dollar grosser
widely watched movie Titanic.
He was 75-years-old in 2006 and one can easily add years to his life span Murdoch is
direct and often politically incorrect. He has through a mixture of charm and
compromise managed to gain access to 41 million to households in mainland China,
which was a notoriously protectionist country where cable TV was specifically banned.
In India Murdoch’s empire, began in 1993 with the Rs 2520 crore right-risk purchase of
64 percent equity of STAR TV from Li Ka-shing and his son Richard Li. Since then, it
has grown into 100 percent ownership of STARTV.
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Murdoch is known to have used his economic muscle to support politicians and
political parties. In the UK the stoutly conservative media tycoon, a great supported of
Margaret Thatcher switched allegiance to tabor and publicly endorsed Tony Blair, the
run-up to the 1997 elections to the British Parliament.
Murdoch, who quickly acquired an American citizenship rallied behind W. Bush,
declaring that the war on Iraq was a moral one and that would reduce the price of oil to
20 dollars a barrel ‘bigger than any tax cut in the country’.
In China in 1994 he not only dropped BBC,from his platform from being ‘anti-China’,
but in 1999 also cancelled former Hong Kong Governor Chris Patterns memoir for
being ‘anti- communist' and in 2001, agreed to carry the state TV network CCTV9 in
the U.S. west-coast. Later that year, he got the permission for STAR TV to broadcast
movies, sports and drama in Mandarin Chinese to the affluent Guangdong province,
adding to the already existing cable channel Phoenix, of which Murdoch owned 38
percent.
He visited India twice during his first visit in 1994 Murdoch met the then Prime
Minister Narasimha Rao at the Race course Road where he presented Rao, a cheque for
the Prime Minister's Relief fund, a set of VHS types of Spanish maestro Carlo &
Saura’s films and a Mont Blank fountain pen. One member of team Murdoch
remembered Rao saying, ‘I hope you have no plans to unset me or interfere in the
politics of the country. A measure of growing clout was in evidence when top political
leadership of the country turned out to felicitate Rajat Sharma, then an anchor of Star
plus.
If Rupert makes, he also breaks, said ‘The Guardian’, a British newspaper. This is
something Neil, Kinnocks Labour party realized only too late in the run up to the 1992
UK Parliamentary elections when Murdoch’s tabloid 'The Sun', asked the last man in
Britain to please switch off the light if they voted for him.
Australia's Gough Whitlam understood this in 1975 when his left - leaning Labour
Party was made to see man to Australian and was defeated in the general elections;
thanks to some vicious campaigning by Murdoch's flagship newspaper ‘The
Australian’.
‘Time’ magazine had described Murdoc has the fourth most powerful person in the
U.S. His ‘global village’ spreads from Australia to the United Kingdom, the United
States, Italy, China, Japan and India. The media tycoon always has his long-term
interest. He stops at nothing. He could change his citizenship as he did in the US in
1985 in order to overcome a ban on foreigners owning a TV station.
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Murdoch, a dominant player in the U.S. and U.K. media markets has been caricatured
as a money - grubbed in a Bond movie, immortalised as a foxy media mogul in a
Jaffrey Archer novel, demonized as ‘Adolf Hitler by his long- time rival Ted Turner,
proprietor of CNN and vilified as a clone in several campaigns for greater media
diversity.
Murdoch, has whose name always crops up in the issue of media ownership and
political sovereignty has been constantly criticised for degrading the global targets with
‘Page 3’ girls and tacky reality shows.
But he has also repeatedly made money and made winners of failing enterprises. He has
rarely been underestimated and has often been admired even by former editors whom
he had hired and fired at will. Murdoch has a vast understanding of the media across the
world. His experience in dealing with governments and their often-sticky regulations is
amazing. Murdoch is a formidable force anywhere in the world.
During his second visit to India in 2005 he was interviewed. Asked whether his news
corp. was looking at entering the print media segment of the country, he replied in the
negative. The news corp. chief said, “I think to venture into newspapers in this country
would be fascinating, but the truth is you would be stepping into the political arena as a
foreigner. I don't think it would be wise for me or wise for India”.
Murdoch closed down this British newspaper. ‘The News of the world' a long-standing
paper when some of its journalists in a court case were proved hacking, telephone lines
of various persons with ulterior motives.
Murdoch’s personal life was extended into the filmdom. He married a Hollywood
actress Jane Fonda who was years younger to him. Jane Fonda is the heroine of the
Oscar winning movie ‘Love Story’.
News Corporation
The acquisition by News Corporation of the Hong Kong based Star TV for 525 million
dollars has given Murdoch a satellite television footprint over Asia and the Middle
East, with a potential of 45 million viewers. When allied to his other television
interests- BSkyB (UK) and Fox TV (USA and Australia) - his organisations television
interest alone has a global reach of some two-thirds of the planet.
What is significant in looking at the News corporation dominion is not just the spatial
breadth of ownership but the potential link-ups between its various elements. In
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Twentieth Fox and Star Tv, Murdoch acquired a huge library of film and television
products which he could channel through his network of distribution outlets. He clearly
hopes to create a lucrative global advertising market.
At the same time Murdoch could use his newspapers to promote this television interests
by giving space in his press holdings to the sporting activities covered by his television
channels. This does News Corporation make the gains accruing to synergy who’s inter
textual link-ups are paralleled by technological and organisational convergence.
Philip Rayner, Peter, wall and Stephen Kruger in their book ‘Media studies: The
Essential Resource’ write that the BBC is one of the world's oldest and largest
vertically integrated television organizations, and such, makes, sells, transmits
programmes. Funded primarily by the licence fee the BBC has stood like a giant across
the British Televisions and scape, both technically and artistically making it one of the
most famous and respected television companies in the world.
In contrast BSkyB is a relatively recent satellite channel manager transmitting from
Luxemburg registered Astra satellite; initially taking between five and eight percent of
UK television audience with its mix of sport, news, movies and archive programmes.
In the mid-1980s such a scenario was except perhaps by Murdoch himself, which
prompts the question, now is it that the television order could be turned upside down.
Explanations for such changes in world television require attention to a number of
interrelated factors which include ownership, technology, and political decision-making
and social/cultural contexts.

2.7 Ted Turner (CNN)
Founded by Turner, an advertising and media entrepreneur, the CNN since the late
1980s has become noted as a global medium for reporting “raw events as they occur:for
example, in 1991CNN enabled millions around the world to follow aspects of first, the
Gulf war, then the break-up of the Soviet Union. For TV services and newspapers, as
well as governments, business groups and publications at large CNN currently serves as
a primary source of news and comments.
For some social theorists, CNN has become far more than a news medium, It is
considered the prime evidence for the evolution of McLuhan’s borderless world.
As corporations become multi-nationals and free trade transcends, tariffs, as Europe
develops a single currency and other regions build spheres of economic cooperation, as
pop culture, and air-travel and migration and yes, television make the world
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psychologically smaller, these theorists contend that the concept of nationalism recedes.
Says Joshua Meyerowitz, Professor of communication at the University of New
Hampshire. “Many of the things that define national sovereignty are fading National
sovereignty was not based only power and barbed wire, it was based also on
information control Nations are losing control over informational borders because of
CNN” (History as it Happens", William A. Henry, Time 6th January 1992)
In the same issue, 1992) Time magazine featured Ted Turneras the Man of the year,
giving him the title "Prince of the Global village". It also described the CNN as “now
the world’s most widely heeded news organisation".
The moment from which Turner's CNN began airing the images of the Gulf-War, from
the roof top of a hotel in Baghdad, news turned taking a global “avtar”.
As the Persian Gulf War showed the speed of information, transmission by the news
media has long since passed the Pentagon's ability to keep up. Who can forget the
comment by high-ranking army brass that they learned vital information relating to the
success or failure of a given mission not from their field commanders, but by watching
CNN.
Prof. Tony Silvia once spoke with a US army colonel who confirmed this scenario. “I
could beat my command headquarters less than, a mile from the site of engagements he
said. “I could hear the bombs exploding and be in radio contact with battalion" still, he
held added that he could often learn the result of the battle faster on CNN than from his
own intelligence in the field. “Technology has become so advanced that there are no
barriers news professionals cannot cross – even those on the battle field... Thanks to the
satellite receiver dish C.N.N is seen in every nation of the earth… Satellite technology
has made it impossible for dictators and demagogues to keep their political agendas
secret from the rest of the world”, says Prof. Silvia.
It was, CNN - the first channel in the history of television, which brought war live into
the homes around the world. Previously people saw only the cold recorded images of
war on the small screen.
In an interview with Prof. Silvia in march 2000, Tom Johnson, chairman, president and
CEO of CNN News group said, “It has been said, before, but I genuinely believe that
INN revolution the entire news world at brought 24-hour news to both those in the
United States and around the world so that no longer did viewers or for that matter,
listeners as well need to tune in at pre-determined hours of the day – hours that had
been set by producers largely in New York rather than at the convenience of the people
who really needed news and information round the clock”.
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Tom John divided the life of CNN into three waves. The first wave was from its
creation in 1980 until basically the start of the war in the Gulf in 1990-91. It was
characterised by a maverick bond of pioneers who were brought here by Ted Turner
and who put CNN ‘Headline News’, and even CNN International on the air. They did it
against the weight of conventional wisdom, they did it with massive debt that was
incurred. But it was this band of pioneers led by Turner and his vision and his absolute
commitment to do it. That was really the pioneering stage, when the brand was
established, the infrastructure was established.
The period between 1990 and 1999 was the period of globalisation. It was, many ways,
dramatically affected by the war in the Gulf.
The war, in the Gulf, and CNN's Gulf war coverage served as a one-billion-dollar
promotional thought. It enabled CNN to increase its distribution around the world.
There were cable operators and even broadcasters all over the world who signed up to
distribute CNN. It demonstrated that it could hold its own up against BBC, ABC, NBC
and CBS journalistically. It was an enormous forward thrust for a network that already
had built itself within the United States, and it led to the creation of many new bureaus,
of many, sales, offices of extensive extensions of the brand in parts of the world that
previously had no 24-hour news services.
Johnson said CNN enabled many cultures to receive, for one first time, independent
news - news that was not influenced by government broadcasters. CNN was
distributing throughout the former Soviet Union and the people were able to see not
only what life was like outside the Soviet Union, but they were able to see CNN
reporters from Moscow, and other points as they reported on life within the then Soviet
Union. We were there on the tanks with Boris Yeltsin, when he helped to prevent the
Ku (coup) that was trying to over throw Gorbachev. We were there when of the
actually later attacked his own Russian Parliament building to try to keep the country
from turning back to hard-line communists. But that was there in many other parts of
the world it's seen in places sometimes covertly- but it is seen in Cuba; it's seen in Iraq;
it's seen in some limited way, in North Korea; it's seen in hotels and few places
throughout China. In many ways it propelled the historic coverage of the war in the
Gulf and rapid efforts to expand the network.
Johnson continued we created new channels for Germany with German partners - that
is our N-TV. A new channel for Spain with Spaniards; a new channel for Turkey,
CNN- Turk, a new channel for central and South America; CNN-Espanola, and built
relationships around the world. If the first wave of CNN was building itself within the
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United States, and really competing effectively in that period, then the second wave
was establishing itself and expanding throughout the world. The third wave is the one
that I think we're in today I describe it as a new digital era; some would say, it's a new
interactive era, where are converting CNN over from analogue to digital.
Johnson said, “You cannot achieve success without having distribution for content.
There have been a lot of very, very high-quality content products newspapers,
magazines, and I think, particularly, in this new world, that they are almost equally
important, in order to achieve success. You must get your service, your magazine, your
newspaper, your cable channel to those who wish to receive it. We're going on the most
powerful satellites, in order to reach direct-to-home market. We're trying to go through
the new technologies. It’s very, very important. But clearly, what is most important to
those of us who are journalists is the quality of content. I would be dead in the water
without high-quality distribution too!”
The multinational news-based pay television channel cable News Network (CNN) head
quartered in Atlanta, united states at present are owned by CNN worldwide, a unit of
the Warner media News and sports division of AT & T's Warner Media. It was founded
in 1980 by Ted Turner and Schoenfeld as a 24-hour cable news channel. CNN, was the
first news channel to provide 24-hour news coverage and was the first all-news channel
in the United States.
CNN had 90 million television households as subscribers in September 2018 in the
United States. According Nielsen, in June 2021.
CNN ranked third in viewer-ship among cable news networks, behind, Fox News and
MSNBC, averaging 580,000 viewers through ou tthe day, down 49% from a year
earlier, amid share declines in viewers across all cable news all basic cable news
networks.
CNN is known for its dramatic live coverage of breaking news, some of which has
drawn criticism as ‘overly sensationalistic’ and for its efforts to be nonpartisan, which
have led to accusations of false balance.
Globally, CNN programming has aired through CNN International seen by viewers in
212 countries and regions. The American version, sometimes referred to as CNN (U.S),
is also available in Canada, some islands of the Caribbean and in Japan, where it was
first broadcast on CNN in 2003 with simultaneous translation in Japanese.
The CNN slogans are to there. This is CNN; The most trusted name in news; Facts first;
the worldwide leader in news; Reporting from around the world; the world's news
network. The world's most trusted name in news; more people get their news from
CNN than any other news source.
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2.8 Gulf War
The Gulf war in 1990 - 1991 catapulted the CNN past the “Big Three" American
networks in viewership for the first time in its history, largely due to an extraordinary
historical scoop: CNN was the only news outlet with the ability to communicate from
inside Iraq during the initial hours of alliance bombing campaign, with live reports
from the al-Rashid Hotel in Baghdad by reporters Bernard Shaw, John Holliman, and
Peter Arnett.
The moment when bombing began was a non-need on CNN by Shaw on January 16,
1991, as follows. “This is Bernard Shaw, “Something is happening outside...Peter
Arnett, join me here. Let's describe to our viewers what we're seeing… the skies over
Baghdad have been illuminated… we're seeing bright flashes going off all over the
sky”.
Unable to immediately broadcast live pictures from Baghdad, CNN's coverage of the
initial hours of the Gulf war had the dramatic feel of a radio broadcast and was
compared to CBC news anchor Edward R. Murrow’s live radio reports of the German
bombing of London during the Second World War. Despite the lack of live pictures
CNN's coverage was carried by over a billion viewers worldwide.
The Gulf war brought CNN some much sought-after legitimacy, and made house hold
names of previously obscure reporters. Shaw, known for his live - from Baghdad
reporting became CNN's chief anchor until his retirement in 2001, others include the
then Pentagon correspondent Wolf Blitzer (now host of the Situation Room) and
international correspondent Christiane Amanpour. Amanpour’s presence in Iraq was
caricatured by actress Nora Dunn ruthless reporter Adriana Cruz in the 1999 film Three
Kings. Time Warner owned sister network HBO later produced a television movie,
Live from Baghdad, about CNN's Coverage of the first Gulf war. Coverage of the Gulf
was and other crises of the early 1990s, particularly the famous Battle of Mogadishu led
officials at Pentagon to coin the term the CNN effect' to describe the prescribed impact
of real time, 24-hours news coverage on the decision-making process of the American
government.

2.9 September 11, Attacks
CNN first break the news on September 11 attacks through cable news channel. Anchor
Carol Lin was on the air to deliver the first public report of the event. She broke into
commercial at 8.49 am. Eastern Time that morning and said: “This just in. You are
looking at obviously a very disturbing live shot there. That is World Trade Centre, and
we have unconfirmed reports this morning that a plane was crashed into of the towers
of the World Trade Centre. CNN Centre right now in just beginning to work on this
story, obviously calling our sources, and trying to figure out exactly what happened, but
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clearly something relatively devastating happening this morning there on south of the
island of Manhattan. That is once again a picture of one of the towers of the World
Trade Centre”.
Daryn Kagan and Leon Harris were live on the air just after 9 a.m. Eastern Time as the
second plane that the North Tower of the world Trade Centre and through an interview
with CNN correspondent David Ensor, reported the news that us, officials determined
“that this is a terrorist that act". Later, Aaron Brown and Judy Woodruff, anchored
through the day and night as the attacks unfolded; the coverage won an Edward
R.Murrow Award for the network.
CNN began broadcasting in the high definition1080i resolution format in September
2007. This format is now standard for CNN and is available on all major cable and
satellite providers. CNN launched its website, on August 30, 1995.The site attracted
growing interest over its first decade and, is now one of the most popular news websites
in the world. In April 2009 CNN.com ranked third place among online global news
sites in the U.S.
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Check Your Progress
1. Describe the Rise of Global Media Conglomerates?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
2. What do you mean by audience curiosity?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
3. Define Globalization of Television Market and the impact on
Journalism?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
4. How Rupet Murdoch’s News Corporation dominates the whole
world?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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UNIT-3: Technological Developments and Digital Divine
3.0UNIT STRUCTURE
3.1 Learning Objective
3.2 Introduction
3.3 Technological Developments and Digital Divine
3.3.1 Dominance Syndrome
3.3.2 Exciting Digital era
3.3.3 Dividing Lines
3.3.4 Building Knowledge Society
3.3.5 Need for the Net, ‘dollar divide’
3.4 Transnational Data Flow
3.5 Digital Capitalism
3.6 Corporate Dominance in Information
Check Your Progress

3.1 Learning Objective
After completion of this unit the learners will able to understand;




Technological Developments and Digital Divine
Transnational Data Flow
Digital Capitalism

3.2 Introduction
Post Second World War period was marked by revolutionary technological
advancement in the field of telecommunications. The information revolution provide
for the dissemination of news and data across the globe with the help satellites and
electronic and computer systems. The unlimited cyberspace was ushered in with help of
fibre optic technology. The electronic and computers systems have vast potential for
information processing, storage, retrieval and delivery. The Internet which imbibed the
World Wide Web carried the information fast, far and wide. Broadband made the
delivery of information still faster. Communication satellites facilitated quick point to
point transmission of information. Radio and television and the telephonic industry
were greatly benefited by satellites. Mobile telephony became a reality.
Now we have smart mobile phones that can provide us audio, video, text and graphics.
With internet facility your computer and mobile phone can provide you with any type
of information education and entertainment as and when and the manner in which you
want. Information has been customised. Computers have come in different sizes
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desktop, laptop and palmtop. If you have a smart mobile phone, you have the whole
world on your palm.

3.3 Technological Developments and Digital Divide
Digital revolution is sweeping the world. We in India also experience this with the
government’s objective of building a digital India. But the pity is that all the developing
countries of the world are not like India. A large of them are so poor that they miss the
digital revolution. Here comes the concept of digital divide- the divide or the gulf that
separates the information- rich countries from the information-poor countries. Just as in
the economic sphere there are haves (the affluent) and have not’s (the poor), in the
digital information sphere too there are digitally- rich and digitally poor peoples around
the world.
The industrial advanced Euro-American parts of the Northern hemisphere of the globe
comprise the information-rich countries, while the vast reasons of the Southern
hemisphere i.e., in Asia, Africa and Latin America and the sub-Saharan tract comprise
the information-poor countries.
Information is new wealth; information is power; information is liberating as well as
instrument of all sorts of socio economic political cultural exploitation. That is why
whether or not a country stands on the brighter side of the digital divide is of utmost
significance. Because life on the darker side of the digital divide is quite deplorable in
this information age which glorifies itself with a clarion call to build a knowledge based
society that emphasizes information as a human right.
3.3.1 Dominance Syndrome
There is always the danger of information-rich countries attempting to exploit the
information – poor countries standing helplessly on the rough side of the information
divide. The human history has ample evidence of information - prompted political economic-cultural imperialism. History may repeat itself in another form of
informational subjugation, as it has not ended. The industrially advanced countries
grasping the opportunities provided by the information and communication
technologies (ICT) once again will set up new controls over information flow.
The countries of North and South are separated by an enormous gas in their
communication capabilities. The developed countries continue to exercise considerable
political economic and technological control on information flow. The communication
infrastructure in the poor countries is still weak. Supply of books; newspapers and
magazines; radio and television services, land and mobile telephony; movies and other
communication products is not as it should have been. The hegemony of developed
countries in these areas continues unabated. The advanced country tends to interpret the
experience and the history of the developing countries in deliberately biased and
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distorting manner, so that it would serve their capitalistic interests. Transnational
advertising agencies and news agencies; the Hollywood movie studios, data
organisations, and media conglomerates aided by the wind of globalizations see to have
become more active than they were ever before. Disparities and dominance syndrome
do exist between the developed north and developing south even long after the
MacBride Report recommending for an equitable world information and
communication order.
The Gulf wars provided a classic example of how a dependence on the west for news
could distort the news content of the Third world media. During the Gulfwar’s many of
the Indian daily newspapers, especially the language dailies had no financial resources
of their ownto cover the war events by their own correspondents.
They had to depend on the news supplied mainly by the Euro-American news agencies.
Interestingly the usage of words in their news dispatched became a form of
psychological warfare. To build up the image of the US-led multinational forces the
label ‘Allied forces'- a remainder of the second world war was cunningly used.
A study conducted by the Bangladesh Press Institute in six South Asian countries some
tears ago had revealed that newspaper in these countries published 76.4 percent of the
news on the Third world, supplied by the ‘Big Four global news agencies Reuters, AP,
UPI and AFP.
Several other studies conducted elsewhere in the developing countries, also clearly
showed that their media were highly dependent on the western, news agencies for news
about themselves.
•
Communication technology can be liberating if access to it is equitably
available to all. It can enrich the lives of billions of people around the world. Critics
says that Marshall McLuhan's dream of ‘global village’ has turned out only to be a
partial reality in the sense that a global village can't have billions of people not having
any access to digital communication facilities.
3.3.2 Exciting Digital Era
Today we are living in a digital era. Some would brand it as a new interactive era. In
addition, to cable and direct-to-home distribution of information we have new services
and new content through Internet into personal computers and cell phones. This could
very well be the most exciting era, in this history of telecommunications. We have
already moved into to a time when anyone with adequate means, but those who can
access to the Internet will be able to get vast quantities of information. It is almost like
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having great libraries, great newspapers or great wired services at finger tipsinformation of all kinds, you name it. Information is there you, wish to get it. We are
already in a ‘dot-com' world.
Satellite as well as digital technologies, especially the internet have made it impossible
for dictators and demagogues to keep their political programs a secret from their own
peoples, as well as the rest of the world.
Here is an example. In Africa the Internet has helped journalists oppose the oppressive
regimes Joe Kadhi, a journalism professor at the university of Nairobi and former editor
of the ‘Daily Nation’ said that prior to 1990, if any journalist wrote anything against the
one political party in Kenya, “it was good as committing suicide". A few years later,the
Internet came to Nairobi, allowing journal to write stories they never would have been
able to write before. With a change in the political climate in which the President then
knew that his nations were easily accessed through the worldwide web. Then the
president's concern about “the whole world watching, gave the media in Kenya more
freedom than ever before.
The age of information is replacing industrial age. The digital technology has ushered
in a second industrial revolution social and economic progress entirely depends upon
this new technology. The current revolution has touched the personal lives of people.
Enough power to all if the benefits available to all.
The electronic screen civilization has arrived. Everything depends on upon the ways
use this digital technology.
3.3.3 Dividing Lines
Today, the dividing lines between the rich and the poor between the North and the
south are the fibre optic and the high-speed digital lines. The digital divide presents a
reality that cannot be denied.
The information devolution is yet to bring the goods or even tools to all to obtain
information we must find ways to ensure that the extremely powerful communication,
tools that we now possess, are used to a guarantee, in the words of the United Nations
“better standards of life in larger freedom”.
Greater access to information and communication technologies. (ICTs) can improve the
lives of the farmers and assist the micro-entrepreneurs. It can prevent deadly diseases
promote women's empowerment and foster environmental protection. Distance
education, telemedicine e-commerce and e-governance can improve the quality of life
of countless people. But much more should be done if ICTs are to fully deliver on their
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promise and we must give serious thought to what and how. Access to internet is of
little value if the information that it contains is almost you exclusively - in a language
that people usually can't understand or if it fails to deal with the life and death questions
that affect our society.
Who would doubt that (new) media principally reflect the interests of their producers?
Whether we look at any medium television, radio, news Papers or internet - what passes
for global media are really the media of the advanced countries? Most of the world's
Internet hosts are based in the west and most of the content is produced in or for
Western nations. This is "content divide”
Part of the developing world's answer lies in generating their own content which
requires protecting freedom of speech and expression. At the Geneva leg of the world
Summit on the Information Society in 2003, States described a free press “as an
essential foundation of the information society. At in a truism that knowledge is power
and as the then UN secretary General Kofi Annax said "Information is liberating”.
Information and freedom go together. The spread of information technology will
certainly have a direct impact on the degree of accountability and transparency in
administration that governments around the world must deliver if they are to survive.
Building an open and empowered society is a social, economic and ultimately political
challenge. If we succeed in meeting it, we will have helped make a better world Then
only the dividing lines between the information-rich and information poor will vanish.
3.3.4 Building Knowledge Society
The first phase of the World Summit of the Information Society (WSIS) in Geneva in
2003 the world had promised to achieve a host of targets by 2015 - linking via
technology, villages and communities; universities, colleges and secondary schools;
scientific and research centres, public libraries; cultural centres and museum, post
offices; archives, health centres and hospitals, and local and central government offices.
The WSIS, held in November, 2005 in Tunis had a programme titled connect the world
by 2015”. The aim was to ensure the benefits of the digital revolution reach every
country and every part of each country by 2015. It was able to a bench-mask year for
achieving the UN millennium Development goals.
At a function held in Tunis on November 15, 2005, the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) had recognized India’s Mission -2007- 'Every
Village a knowledge Centre’ as the flagship of the connect the worlds movement.
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Mission 2007 aimed at providing knowledge connectivity to every village of India by
August 15 2007. The village knowledge Centre (KVC) was based on the principle of an
integrated and appropriate use of the Internet, cable TV, mobile phone community
radio, and the vernacular press. To begin with KVC, 240,000 Panchayats and local
bodies were identified. The plan to cover 6,00,000 villages in the country with the help
of the loud-speakers and FM radio.
Internet - Community radio and mobile phone Community radio are Powerful
combinations for reaching the unreached with timely information. Fortunately, the
more than 6,70,000 km of buried fibre optic cable network nationwide at that time
offered the capacity to connect an estimated 85 percent of the villages.
To facilitate the availability of the right information at the right time and right place, it
was also proposed to organise digital gateways for agriculture, health education and
livelihood. The relevance and the timeliness the content could determine the interests of
the rural families in the village knowledge centres (VKC). The content was to be
demand-driven and area - culture time specific. The spot prices of agricultural products
monitored on a cell phone could be communicated to several villages through a lowpowered FM radio.
At the level of each district, a content consortium could be organised to enable the
VKCs managers to access the information they needed in the area about, weather,
health, entitlements to government protects, e-governance, credit, insurance, agriculture
and market. In the area dove of capacity building, it was proposed to train at least onewoman and one man from each village in computer training.
While the Green Revolution helped India to raise the production of wheat, rice and
other crops the knowledge revolution was thought to enhance the human productivity
and entrepreneurship in every sphere.
3.3.5 Need for the Net, ‘dollar divide’
The world needs the Internet to unleash the true potential of its peoples in different
countries, but the life blood of digital revolution is freedom, said the former Un
Secretary General Kofi Annan a gentle hint to nations without their advanced Net
infrastructure while denying their own people full access on political and other grounds.
The global interest has focused on India, for at least one reason. The country’s shrewd
harnessing of people’s talents and energy to carve a name as a premier IT destination is
of the success stories of the world ongoing affairs with computers and Communication.
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How to put to use the benefits of the ITCA to bridge the digital divide is the burning
issue. Here, again the critics speak of a ‘dollar divide’ the fact that the UN had an
empty purse in its efforts to leverage technology for empowering the worlds under
privileged. A Digital Solidarity Fund has been mooted to fill the lacuna.
The digital divide of the techno-haves and the techno- have not’s is a reality. This
divide between those with access to new communication technologies and those
without has been described as one of the world's leading economic and civil rights
issues. But the internet will serve no purpose is the population will seek sites only for
entertainment music and gaming. That is discouraging given the vast news and
information resources that exist online or in the cyberspace. Some critics feel that the
Internet offers more confusion than enlightenment, more fun than facts and more
scepticism than certainty.
There is still a lack of understanding, among the under prevailed masses of the benefits,
the Net can bring to them or of the vast amount one information distributed by the
police technologies among many people to explore, to dig deeper to think globally, to
seek answers to the harder questions and to interact.
So, the challenge is not to get computers into the hands of the under privileged. That
will continue to happen at a rapid rate. The Challenge is to help the under privileged
and the dis-enfranchised become information, consumers-seekers of information - and
open to the variety of voices that will hopefully find their way in this emerging digital
environment.
India is well put on the path of the digital revolution. But one thing should be
considered serious that India's communication culture is based primarily on oral
medium. Oral communication is the most powerful mode even today. So oral
communication should find a place in the multimedia approach to dissemination of
information. Sole dependence on mass media and high communication technology
would only widen the communication divide or the digital divide leading to a situation
in which the information - rich would become still richer and the information – poor
would become still poorer.
A stunning paradox is the demand for information by the ever-burgeoning audiences on
the one side and the concentration of media and their control in the hand of either the
governments or a few elite individuals on the other. This is information divide. Even
inside a country, all people do not have access either to the conventional media like the
newspapers, magazines, radio and television or to the new media. A vast majority never
enjoys the fruits of new or old communication technology. Thus, digital divide persists
among nations and within a nation.
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Sam Pitroda raid: “As a great social leveller, information technology ranks second only
death. It can raze cultural barriers, over economic inequalities, even compensate for
intellectual disparities. In short, high technology can put unequal human beings or an
equal footing and that makes it the most potent democratising tool ever devised”.
3.4 Divide in Transnational Data flow
An important trend in international economic activities has been the increasing role of
data communication. Information intensive industries such as banking insurance,
airlines, multinational business, and news agencies are heavily dependent on the
instantaneous availability and dissemination of data around the world.
In order to transmit vita management information, manufacturing and trading firms
operating in more than one country must facilitate reliable lines of data communication
between the parent organization and its subsidiaries. Governments as well, rely on data
links via satellite and cable for military, diplomatic, and technical communication and
decision-making.
These types of international communication, commonly known as transnational data
flow, were made possible by the development of computer communication systems,
linking sophisticated computers in country to affiliated computers in other countries,
and through there to remote terminals.
Providing for speedy, and cost-effective data processing, storage and retrieval at
virtually any location, the merger of computer and telecommunications technologies is,
in fact, the precondition for emergence of trans-border dataflow.
In recent years many nations have become concerned with the growing international
network computer facilitating the storage, transmission, manipulation and retrieval of
enormous amounts of information. This information ranges from personal data private
citizens to financial information and data on scientific and technical processes. The
number of industries involved in such activities is rapidly growing.
Prof. Hamid Mowlana in his book ‘Global information and world communications’,
writes that in short, the computerized supply of financial and commercial information
has become a major and growing source of profit.
The lucrative trans-border data flow industry is multibillion-dollar enterprise.
United States leads the way in the field of communication and computer technology,
and American producers of equipment and software dominate the world market
currently the United States is responsible for majority of World-wide transmission and
processing of data.
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Of course, at this point, says Mowlana, there are many nations without the technical
development to build their own computer systems. An important question for these
countries is whether it would be in their interest to subscribe to an international data
network where they will clearly play a role.
Opinion is divided on this issue. On the one hand, it is argued that information
networks offer the less developed countries cheaper and more effective access to the
latest scientific and technical know-how from the developed countries. Others claim
that Third world countries find themselves independency relationships, suggesting that
the information that isto transferred to them the Third world is often ill-suited to the
resources, needs and climates of the developed world”. For example, Francophone
Africa has much of its information stored on credit and insurance stored in French
computers.
As a result "a computer-poor country depends on a dominating computer-rich
neighbour even for vital information about itself.
This is paralleled by an earlier observation that in the process of technology transfer
and know-how “ninety percent of the scientific and technological research at present is
being undertaken in the industrially advanced states drawn on their own experience.
Only one percent of research is directed at the special problem of the developing
countries.
Specifically, trans-border data flows are define as the transfer of digitally encoded units
of information for processing, storage & retrieval across national boundaries.
Trans-border to transnational
The major actors in the flow of data across national boundaries are states, intergovernmental organizations and nongovernmental organisations, such as private
communication carriers, data processing service bureaus, multinational corporations
and transnational associations. Depending on their particular interests in trans-border
data flow, these participants may promote or restrict the flow of information, with
widely varying strategies and methods for maximizing interests. It is precise this
complex to achieve widespread policy argument on trans-border data flow.
Diversity of data flow
Although there have been few attempts to measure the aggregate volume and direction
of trans-border data flow, heavy concentration of satellite and submarine
communications in the North Atlantic area and between United States and Japan
indicates the predominance of trans-border data flow within the industrial west. Yet
even within this area, there are disparities. Canada, Sweden and France particularly feel
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that they are too dependent on the United States to supply data processing products and
services and that much valuable is being deposited in the United States without an
equal flow in the reverse direction.
This directional pattern is further reinforced by the uneven distribution of computer
communication technologies among nations. The limited data processing capacity
available in “computer- poor" countries many of which are located in the third world,
makes data for processing and reimport the processed data. A data flow out to be
processed, with them flow revenues, and consequently, business and jobs in the
information industry.
From privacy to Sovereignty
As Prof. Mowlana writes, the issues and controversies in trans-border dataflow, reflect
the general context of conflicting interests among actors and participants in
international computer communication. The early scholar’s in their studies suggested
that the issues of computer communication should be viewed in the light of the tension
between the conflicting state interest in protecting conserving, exporting and
exchanging ideas on the other both in pursuit of state goals and in support of national
policies.
The first issue to emerge from trans-border dataflow activities regarded the protection
of personal privacy- the rights of individuals regarding the collection, storage
dissemination, and use of information about them. When the development of computer
communication technologies in the early1970s made it possible to store a large amount
of data personal information in foreign data bases bound only the statutes of the host
nation, a number of countries began to realize the need for laws and policies to preserve
the privacy of their citizens.
While regulations vary from nation to nation, most countries follow the principles of
privacy protection, contained in the code for fair Information practices.
1) Openness: There must be no secret personal data record keeping systems.
2) Individual access: There must be a way for individuals to find out what personal
data are on record about them and how the data are used.
3) Individual participation: There must be a way for individuals to correct or amend
personal data about themselves.
4) Collection: There must be limits on the kind of personal data organizations may
collect and method employed.
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5) Use: There must be a way for individuals to prevent the use of their personal data
for purposes other than those for which they were collected.
6) Disclosure: There must be limits on the external disclosure of personal data that
record keeping organizations may make.
7) Information management: All record keeping organisations that create, maintain, or
use records of personal data must implement data management policies.
8) Accountability: Record keeping organizations must be accountable for their
operation regarding personal data.
Privacy protection and fair information laws, however are not implemented by all,
nations virtually all of the concerns about computer processed personal information
have been in the democracies of North Atlantic area. Most other states do not have
political conditions or economics that require the legal arrangements for computer
processed personal data.
Another issue in trans-border data flow is the question of national sovereignty, which
arises when vital information affecting national decision making is processed and
stored in foreign data bases. National sovereignty country's ability to influence the
direction of its political, economic and social changes may be severely impaired is
knowledge about the full ranges of alternatives open to a given country in a given
situation is restricted because of limited access to relevant information or an
underdeveloped capacity to apply the necessary technology.
Sudden disruption of critical data inflow by computer breakdown, natural disaster,
political pressure, or the outflow of sensitive data for processing in “data havens"
(countries with lax or no laws on data protection) could expose a country for foreign
manipulation.
Prompted by fears of vulnerability, prof. Mowlana explains, many states are learning
toward more pronounced restriction on trans-border data flows. A study by Canadian
government concluded that “the government should act immediately to regulate transborder data flows to ensure that we do not lose control of information vital to the
maintenance of national sovereignty”.
Perhaps the most significant impact of communication technology on national
sovereignty is the transformation of the concept of sovereignties expressed to
geographical terms in terms to information sovereignty.
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As the role of information in management expands, it is increasingly recognized
resource over which a state must exercise control border data flow, however, has been
an elusive problem for states. It has been suggested that nations measure political
sovereignty by control over resources, including information. Unregulated data flow
diminishes this sovereignty.
Yet when it comes to the regulation of intent internal information flows, states do assert
power. In the name of national security government authorities reserve broad powers to
engage in interception of telecommunications and monitoring of automated data.
Mowlana says a nation's sovereignty is threatened not only by others, but by
multinational corporations, probably the most powerful non state actors in trans-border
dataflow. A primary threat is in the context of international currency speculation
Empowered with a computerized global banking system; multinational Corporations
are capable of bypassing national monetary policy.
Fear of dependency syndrome
The impact of transnational data flow is not limited to the circle of Western industrial
states. To the extent that information is a basis of power, access to information and
ability to utilise it, can give some nations political, economic and social advantages
over others. Third world nation’s fears that underdeveloped computer technology and
lack of access to the international data market will block their participation in the
growing information - bases world economy, and perpetuate their dependence on the
developed world.
As a report by the UN Centre on Transnational corporations (UNCTC) points out transborder data flow presents an enormous potential for both assisting and hindering the
Third World development process. Providing instant access to a diverse pool of up-todate knowledge, trans-border data flow may give developing countries more
information on alternatives and contribute to a more efficient international allocation of
resources, which in turn will accelerate productivity and economic growth.
On the other hand, the current imbalance in the international data market and the
corresponding levels of computer technologies
Indicate that trans-border data flow has reinforced the international division of labourThird world nations supply raw materials (data) to the developed nations and received
processed (data) in return.
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Sophisticated capital-intensive technologies such as computers and telecommunications
tend to integrate the multinational corporate system, and deepen the dependence of the
Third World on hardware, software, training and administration supplied by the system.
It is in this context that several international forums began to reflect Third World
concerns for a more equitable distribution of data and technologies. In 1978 IBI
cosponsored with UNESCO an intergovernmental Conference on Strategies and
policies in Information (SPIN), where developing nations discussed methods of
decreasing their dependence on the United States and Europe for data processing
communication services and products. In 1950, IBI hosed conference on Trans-border
Data flow policies which initiated International Working
Parties to conduct research on topics such as data protection, national sovereignty, and
the economic impacts of trans-border data flow.
Increasing at issue in these forums say Mowlana, is the assumption that the free flow of
data across national boundaries is beneficial to all Herbert I Schiller, has noted that the
free flow of information has been and is a ‘myth". There are “selectors and controllers
who shift and shape messages that circulate in society”. The fear and frustration of the
Third world nations are exacerbated by multinational corporations that now select and
control large segments of world data flows.
3.5 Digital Capitalism
On Dam Schiller writes that first and foremost, the process of capitalist development is,
at last, gripping world Communications, in their entirety even as that sector becomes a
general platform for subsequent capitalist development (D, Schiller 1999).Second the
stewards of this encompassing “digital capitalism” are enfolding national networks into
systems that are planned and applied on a transnational basis. Inter twin in a third basic
trend, these processes accelerate an existing tendency in the political-economy of
informational provision: In different ways, market - deepening initiatives around
networks are transforming an array of informatic-rich activities into commercial
commodities.
Global Culture Industry
The centre of the system of audio-visual production and distribution remains the United
States. But the system's ground rules have been significantly altered. Throughout the
1970s, television traffic between the United States and the rest of the world was justly
termed a “one way street” (Nordensteng and Varis, 1974). “Throughout the rise of the
media business in the twentieth century” as the Wall Street Journal sums up the
mechanics of this model, “the industry's version of globalisation (was) simple: the US
creates entertainment and the rest of the world, consumes it” (or wall, 2001). Today, in
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contrast, cultural commodities originating elsewhere are regularly launched in the US
market.
Following historical run-up culminating in the hugely successful "Pokémon”, low-cost
"Japanese-style” cartoons known as “anime” have saturated, US children's television
fox, the WB and the cartoon Network (Rutenberg, 2001).Aiming at adult viewers are
top-rated network TV “reality" programs such as “who wants to be a Millionaire?",
which originated in England and has been licensed in more than 80countries
(Schneider, 2000), and the “Surviver”, another important popular with the young
adult’s advertiser cover (Sutel,2000). At the movies the 1998 Italian film, “Life is
Beautiful" grossed 58million dollars in the U.S. making the most successful film ever
to be screened there until then two years later “Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon”, a
Taiwanese film distributed by Sony earned more than 100 million dollars, garnered to
Academy-award nominations (including the “Best picture") and actually won four
awards.
The pattern of change, Schiller explains, is actually more general than this. Inter-twined
shifts in investment, technology, and industrial practice are altering long-standing
patterns of cultural production and distribution and audience - formation. Immigrants to
the United States, who today make up a historically high share a population, thus are
targeted with more than 50 non-English-language channels (beginning with Spanish,
Italian, Arabic and Greek offering), by direct-to-home satellite provider Echo Star's
Dish Network (Romney 2001).
In the year 2000, more than 350 US cable systems a launched international channels.
Rupert Murdoch's News Corporation is sending signal of its popular Hindi channel,
Star plus from India to Britain (Flagg 2000).
Another portent Bill Gates claim that windows software is probably paying for(itself) in
“about 45” languages (Gates, 2000)even as Microsoft’s Internet service, MSN
maintains web sites in 33 countries employing 11 different languages (Ellison, 2001).
Aware that English is at best a second language for more than half of the world's370
million web surfers (as of Fall 2000).Sony too run web sites in 14 languages to market
its consumer electronic products (Perkin, 2001). Expansion-minded US web designers
are advised to consult "localization providers” and “internationalisation" providers,
because, if your site is available only in English, you'll be effectively ignoring more
than half of the markets" (Schwartz, 2000).
Does all this signify the dawn of a newly diverse cultural economy, as audio visual
works produced in many languages circulate in increasingly Omni directional patterns?
Hollywood film, sports programming, video music, news and children's programming
continues to push toward common global standards of cultural Practice. Now capable of
assembling audiences systematically supranational basis, the culture industry pumps
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out mega-events like the 2001Superbowl XXXV to hundreds of millions of viewers
worldwide (Herbert 2001). US audio-visual the exports continue to grow and indeed, in
some to markets, the international dominance of US-based audio-visual commodities is
actually increasing.
At the leading technological edges, more ever multiculturalism is an ascending, but still
secondary, trend; one survey in 2001 found that most leading, US Web sites (63 percent
of the samples) did not provide any localized content, design, or translation for foreign
users (“Reality Bites”, 2001).
Amid wider social change in politics, demography, and work organisation, however,
ever-escalating demand for “content” by proliferating media distribution systems is also
injecting a new measure of dynamism and multi format into global audio-visual
production, thankfully opportunities for creative cross-fertilization and syncretism are
also finding somewhat greater legitimacy. But we must not abstract these promising
tendencies from the rapidly altering and still determining – political economy of global
culture industry.
To an unprecedented extent, indeed, the walls of the corporate imagination enclose the
immensity of global cultural productions Transnational purveyors of the corporate
commercial model have been largely freed to pursue accumulation strategies with local
partners as a matter of mutually self-interested private negotiation. Today's
multidirectional and somewhat more multicultural programming streams in turn are
symptoms of a dual political-economic shift: that trans nationalized investment, product
sourcing and distribution patterns are being actively and extensively forged ;and that
culture industry programmers, and increasingly comprehensive ways, mainly to suit the
needs of global advertisers.
The system-in-formation that is today's culture industry includes a regional and local
producers and distributors, and these smaller companies play significant parts in
expanding the culture industry's capital logic toward a global scale (H.Schiller, 1989).
The system is dominated, however, by a handful of participants-giant enterprises, film
and television program producers, broadcast station and cable groups, satellite services,
print publishers, recorded muck companies, and video game packagers, to professional
sports teams, theme parks and web services.
These diversified entertainment conglomerates, track consumers across media and
geographic frontiers, offering advertisers a whole, array of synchronized platforms and
territories on which to stage the sales effort. On one track blockbuster cultural
commodities,(with the important though partial exception of news)and now emanate
from, and ricochet across a system of trans nationalised cultural production and
distribution that is no longer simply “American", on a second track, a rich, menu of coproduction strategies and local investment likewise permits these Corporate behemoths
to sample the cultural Products of numerous local partners and affiliates ; those that
seem to show a real profit potential may be recorded regional even global circulation.
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Through commercial tie-ins of different kinds, the resulting block buster products may
lay claim attention of most bars of the world.
At this, its dominant level, however, the culture industry has become increasingly
multipolar, as it has been opened to include companies based in several developed
market economies: France, Japan, Germany Australia, as well as the US. The specific
basis of this change has been those large foreign media businesses, have been allowed
to acquire prime US media assets.
To be sure, there are remain real limits: foreign investment has flowed into US
broadcasting (and, as we will see later, into telecommunications) only on a limited scale
US policy makers thus adopted a policy of selectively authorizing foreign investment in
the unmatched domestic market for cultural commodities. America, carefully and
stringently monitors its deals.
Even as existing public-service broadcast systems were pillaged and privatised
therefore, restrictions were widely relaxed over corporate commercial ownership of
terrestrial, cable, and satellite broadcasting and over reliance on commercial
advertising; and foreign program import policies were often loosened, (UK.
Development of Trade and industry, 2000). By 1996, of some 250 television channels
in the EU, two-thirds were private and it continued to increase.
Crucial new media “platforms”- cable, satellite, digital TV and Internet systems in turn
became free to emerge within the context of a general consolidation of corporate commercial media dominance.
•
A business writer aptly gloves the political economic character of the emerging
global culture industry:
“While the US still produces many of the latest models more and more it serves as a
kind of cultural chop, retooling offerings from a far. It has a lotto choose from, as there
has been an explosion in both the quality and volume of entertainment generated
abroad. The privatisation of the television business in Asia, Europe and Latin America
and the advent of cheap production technology has helped span a generation of
ambitious young artist sand producers who believe they can conquer the world”.
“The big US entertainment conglomerates and the Foreign-owned companies like Sony
that run their entertainment operations almost entirely from the US, are embracing this
phenomenon. The companies found in recent years that it was getting tougher to just
jam American made production down the world's throat as when MTV learned that it
needed to mix in more local acts on its international channels. So, in response, the
media giants are increasingly flipping the equation on its head scouring their overseas
operations for talents that can be buffed of for the in more big US market. Success in
the US, in turn, can open the door to even greater success in the rest of the world”.
-Orwall, 2001
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The emerging systems apparent openness and multicultural diversity thus remains
subject to formidable political-economic pressures and constraints. As a result, truly
independent, not to speak of oppositional, cultural production may be no less
disadvantaged than before Impressive as they are in their own right, however, the
structural changes have to be situated in the context of a concurrent and hardly trouble free-transformation in telecommunications.
•
New order in telecommunications
The dramatically charged political circumstances of the 1990s - in particular the
collapse of the Soviet socialism coupled with China's embrace of the capitalist market
created space for a secular increase in overall corporate foreign direct investment.
There was spectacular surge in cross-border corporate mergers and acquisitions that
ensued: The value of completed cross-border corporate mergers rose from a less than
two billion dollars in 1987 to well over one trillion dollars in 2000. Underway was a
reorganisation of ownership.
The United Nations conference on Trade and Development (2000) under lines, that
functions to remake nationally integrated markets and production systems into “a global
market for goods and services and ... an international production system, complemented
by an increasingly global market for firms." This process of political - economic change
- the driving force of what is often misleadingly called “globalization" - both rests on
and largely motivates the continuing growth of corporate-led network development.
An action plan for accelerated network development initially evolved within the post
war US domestic market. By elevating the precepts of liberalization of commercial
market entry and rapid development of specialized systems and services aimed at
privileged user-groups. US policy-makers empowered a few thousand giant
corporations and their affiliated managerial and technical strata, as well as a burgeoning
group of high-tech network system and service suppliers.
Because large business users of telecommunications were mostly transnational
companies, however, by 1970s the U.S. model began to be exported on the one hand,
this required that the long unbalanced pattern of global telecommunications Investment
be freshly examined, as big business became intent on upgrading the global information
infrastructure to sustain its own expanding transnational operations and designs
(H.Schiller, 1981) on the other hand, the corresponding policy emphasis on network
investment (now heralded not only by US authorities but also by the world bank as
critical contributor to national economic development), comprised a political response
to then intensifying calls by poor world countries for a new international information
order.
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This delicate transition was deftly managed. Responding to interventions by
organization business users were the US Federal communications commission
directives altering key ground rules for the conduct of U.S. international
telecommunications (D. Schiller, 1982). Increasing lays well, the World Bank, the
International monetary fund, the International Telecommunications union and other
organizations enrolled in the liberalization effort.
As US power group’s confidence increased bilateral negotiations, US trade law, and an
encompassing multilateral initiative all were pursued, interlocking to alter the
institutional basis of world Communications.
Between 1984 and July 1999, around 24 billion dollars’ worth of privatization of stateowned telecommunication systems occurred189 members of the ITU, by 1999 almost
half (90) members had wholly or partially privatized their existing telecommunications
operators, 18 completely of the remaining non privatized operators, more than 30
planned to privatize. The process of privatization itself was characteristically structured
to ease market entry by transnational carriers. By early 2005, 25 countries had pledged
to allow majority foreign-owned carrier seeking to furnish international voice service
using their own wholly owned and controlled networks.
Between 1990 and 2000, the volume of unannounced mergers and acquisitions in
worldwide telecommunications totalled1.616 trillion dollars, crow-border takeovers
constituted significant networks run, by national flag carriers thus began to be
superseded in scope and function by transnational systems.
The result of this global shakeup was to grant license to carriers and business users to
assimilate networks as desired into a vast and growing range of business processes. In
turn, by revolutionising network systems and services, large corporations acquire new
freedom of man-eater in their attempts both to reintegrate the market system on a
broadened, supranational basis, and to deepen it by developing information into a
commodity.
Huge expenditures were needed to provision digital capitalism with this central
production base and control structure: enlarged and upgraded transnationally organized
networks, employing a lengthening list of networking technologies including wireless,
telephone lines, cable television systems, fibre optics and satellite network-related
information technology investment duly functioned as the leading element in the 1990s
economic boom.
Through the latter half of the 1990s, in particular, the financial markets seemingly
answered every call for capital in the networking sector. Joining existing carriers like
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AT & T, Deutsche Telekom, and British Telecom, a bevy of newer entrants catered to
different segments of the market. Targeting business users, rival carriers each spend
billions of dollars a year to build out proprietary networks with which to link office
complexes throughout the world’s cities.
Virtuous cycles of investment
By 1997-99 fully half of global telecommunication investments was being absorbed by
so called “developing and transition” that is non-OECD-Countries. To be sure, a
fundamental disparity remained, as these poorer nations contained fully four-fifths of
global population. Nor was there any guaranteed that network build outs aimed to
furnish inclusive access to domestic populations. Still network expansion was in fact
proceeding to an unprecedented scale a top US trade official enthused about this
process said" peer pressure by liberalizing countries has created a virtuous cycle where
countries now compete for global investment by offering most attractive investment
opportunities and more effective regulatory regimes” (Fisher, 2000).
“Virtuous cycles” of private accumulation however, may not provide nourishing fare
for entire societies. As marked entry policies were relaxed specialized services aimed at
corporate users were intensively cultivated and system development conformed to
transnational corporate preferences rather than needful domestic priorities. Corporate
ownership and performance were established, and profits made to flow
disproportionately to investors rather than to other interests, while the existing - limited
- social welfare character of the telecommunications industry was undercut often; rates
were “rebalanced” to favour business users (above all those making international calls)
over low- volume residential callers.
Collective bargaining rights were frequently denied to employees working to build and
service newly deregulated network systems and layoffs became standard practice.
Quality of service now more comprehensively tied to the ability to pay, declined for
many households. Cheats and scams-overbilling of calling card where, illegally
transferring long-distance calls accounts to new carriers, charging telephone users for
services they did not order – became regular practices of the new deregulated industry.
In the US as national priorities shifted from roads, airports, power plants and bridges, to
telecommunications networks, existing infrastructures de deteriorated, most ironically,
however the so-called “virtuous” investment cycle turned out to be unhealthy even for
the liberalised telecommunications industry itself.

3.6 Corporate Dominance in Information
Corporate control of information, by no means a new trend, none the less, has been
rapidly accelerating in recent years. Corporate initiatives around information are poor
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profoundly altering the context for decisions about what information to produce, and on
what terms to make it available. The corporate information sphere constitutes the
massive contributor to this process. The network applications underlying the recent
build up have been undertaken in the light of specifically evolving business needs in
such areas as payroll accounting, employment, and labour relations, inventory sales,
marketing research and development and so on.
Corporate “knowledge management" practices extend and deepen a century-longtradition of intervention in to the labour process in the name of efficiency.
Augmentation of corporate informational capabilities, it goes without saying,
concurrently enlarges the sphere of what managers regard as proprietary information.
Corporate predominance in the information sector involves more than the sheer
amassment of proprietary information system and services at the expense of public
information program. The other forms of development are typical. Each of these modes,
likewise tends to amplify corporate power, even as it also engages in opposite ways
information’s propensity to be cheap to copy and hard not to share on the one hand,
underwriting of informational activities - what Oscar Gandy calls “information
subsidies” - may be transferred to originated by corporate sponsors. Corporate
Commercial advertising (including public relations) furnishes the paramount case.
Advertising
Global advertising spending increased seven fold between 1950 and 1996, growing
one-third faster than the world economy. Although outlays are still over whelming
concentrated in North America, Europe and Japan “growth has been faster in Asia and
Latin America, especially since mid-1980s.
Between 1986 and 1996, individual countries in these regions have shown spectacular
advertising growth: for China more than 1000%, for Indonesia 600%, for Malaysia and
Thailand more than 300% and for India, the Republic of Korea and Philippines more
than 200% (United Nations Development Programme, 1998).
For many decades, critics have assailed the effects of intensifying commercialism. This
sponsor system also is annexing whole territories of cultural practice, notably including
education. U.S. public schools thus area wash commercial curriculum. Specialized TV
and web services target children with advertisements in thousands of schools, as chain
stores and oil companies furnish videos on everything from local artists to state history.
Corporate - sponsored educational material sand teacher training direct product
advertising and sales, and market research and all abundant, particularly at the
secondary level (US General Accounting office, 2000). Public relations programs and
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direct underwriting of research today are also frequently capable of over whelming
independent academic science (Rampton and Stauber, 2001)
Today's enlargement of sponsor system stems from two sources: On one side is the
current spasm of competition within science-based industry, tending to accelerate the
stream of “new and improved" commodities for sale in consumer markets.
Between 1995 and 1999, real R & D spending in the US grew at a yearly rate of six
percent and research spending by corporations actually outpaced this historically high
growth rate (Economic Report of the president, 2001). Intensified pressure to advertise
is the result of this ensuing flood of new consumer products.
On the other side is the development of the new media platforms. Yet, there is no iron
law that requires that all media accept Advertising, and so each new distribution system
- cable, satellite, internet and mobile phones - has spelled a frontier battle Zone for
would-be sponsors and sponsorship. Advertisers have gone on to the offensive, to
assure themselves of unbroken access to the hearts and minds of consumers no matter
where the latter happened to be, and no matter which media platform they engaged. As
matter Mattel art (1991) but this long ago, the advertising industry’s governing policy
ad monitoring is brutally simple: "No media without advertising.
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Check Your Progress
1. Define technological development and digital divine?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
2. What do you understand about knowledge society?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
3. What is Need for Net, ‘dollar divide’?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
4. What do you mean by digital capitalism?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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UNIT- 4: Global-Regional Integration
4.0 UNIT STRUCTURE
4.1 Learning Objective
4.2 Introduction
4.3 National Integration
4.4 Cultural Identity and National Identity
4.5 Cultural Industry to a Larger Global Markets
4.6 Global-Regional Integration
4.7 Zee TV
4.8 KBC
4.9 Watching it with Big Boss
Check Your Progress

4.1 Learning Objective
After completion of this unit the learner will be able to understand;




National Integrity and Identity of Indian based news channel
Cultural Identity of National Channel
Zee TV Programmes for national integration

4.2 Introduction
The popularity of TV shows have changed the perception of citizen throughout the
world. India has a remarkable achievement in media industry. Technological
innovations have transverse most only various cultural, social, political, economic and
norms, but also brought major issues in certain facets of both international and
intercultural communications. Most recently on the issue of new communication,
technology, specifically in the direct broad east satellites, has become increasingly
prominent in discussion. This technique has been used in many countries around the
world and is being employed by television networks and cable companies.
However, as Prof. Mowlana writes, it is the possible direct broadcasting internationally
and across national boundaries, especially without the prior consent of receivers, that
has stimulated the most controversy and debate in the international community and
organisations.
In 1982, the United Nations General Assembly endorsed a resolution emphasizing the
importance of negotiating an international agreement on the subject and outlined a set
of principles for such an accord.
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At issue is technique that relates satellite telecasts directly to residences without going
through ground receiving stations. The main impetus, behind the debate, says Mowlana,
is the conviction in the world community that unregulated DBS(Digital Broadcast
Servises) poses serious threats to national sovereignty.
On the other hand, there are undeniable benefits to be derived from the technology
Broadcast satellites offer a cheaper and more flexible means of communicating
messages over long distances. This technology also has the potential to open up contact
with previously accessible areas.
Because of the dangers and benefits inherent in this technology, DBS has sparked a
heated international debate. The issue is complicated by the fact that direct broadcasting
involves the space an area that has never been adequately regulated for this reason,
these debates are perceived by many nations to be important in establishing precedents
in international law. Crucial issues at stake here the future of the administration of outer
space, and the competing principles of national sovereignty and the free flow of
information.
The fear of many nations is that this technology will result in the unwanted reception of
foreign programmes. This outside programming can occur in two forms, which can be
distinguished as unintentional and intentional.
The first refers it to the accidental transmission of television signals between countries
at border areas. This is often avoidable because, broadcast patterns cannot be made to
conform to the configuration of international boundaries. This type of spill overs occurs
with any form of broadcasting. Progress is being made in attempting to avoid spill over
problems by altering the shape of the broadcast pattern.
One concern for the broadcasting of television programming across national boundaries
has been the indication that the majority of this flow has been one-way i.e., from
developed to the developing world. The introduction of DBS to already existing
international radio, services and current television exports would seem to indicate an
increasing volume of this one-way flow, rather than any equitable cross-national
exchange of information. A related concern is the balance of the flow. This principle of
free flow, says Mowlana would be more palatable if it were not unidirectional or nearly
so. For these less developed countries which are media poor and information poor in
the western sense, each external piece of information, takes on great significance.
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The fear expressed by many countries of being subject to unwanted political messages
through DBS is not without precedent. The point at which the free-flow of information
principle seriously violates national sovereignty and becomes offensive propaganda is,
of course, is subject to widely different interpretations. Most countries with the
technical capacity have been engaging in international broadcasting for years. This is
particularly true where the sending and receiving nations are politically antagonistic. To
date, the only alternative nations have to accept these unwanted messages have been to
jam the incoming signals. This measure is expensive and not entirely effective. Further,
more jamming was to the limited number of broadcasting frequencies.

4.3 National Integration
DBS promises more for those areas where extensive terrestrial broadcasting facilities
do not exist. Additionally, for the countries having remote, lightly populated areas
where it is difficult and expensive to set up terrestrial broadcasting, the DBS can be
beneficial. DBS would greatly reduce the cost and time required to establish television
networks. Formerly isolated areas could be connected simply by setting up community
receivers. By establishing visual contact with formerly inaccessible regions, a country’s
leaders are provided with opportunities to promote national, integration and
development.
The problem of national integration in particularly important in countries with regions
and populations that are made remote, by geographical, cultural and linguistic barriers.
By overcoming these barriers through the application of satellite communication
systems, many national governments hope to join culturally diverse and regionally
scattered people under a single set up national symbols and values. In addition to
promoting national integration, it is hypothesized that an all-pervasive national
communication system would afford national policy makers the opportunity to promote
education and national development.

4.4 Cultural Integrity and National Identity
Mowlana explains that the issue of DBSs illustrates changes in the nature of debate on
questions of international communications since 1970. These changes are in essence
just reflections of larger alterations in the international geo political structure. Most
specifically, this is evidence by the changes with in the United Nations system, in the
international economy order and in the way traditional identities of national interests
decompose and new ones emerge.
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From the beginning of the debate on DBS many countries have been reluctant to accept
this new communication technology without some form of control over its application.
The political values these countries, attach to such concepts as cultural Integrity and
national identity have taken precedence over what the United States and several other
countries would consider pragmatic values.
It is clear that some of the more salient, technical legal, institutional and political
problems of this new technologies are just beginning to emerge.

4.5 Cultural Industry is key to larger global markets
As Mowlana writes, the great acceleration in the flow of information across national
boundaries has been due, in part, to radical changes, in the organisation of international
life resulting from tremendous activities in the spheres of cultural industries and
marketing and commercial. Promotion is also the growth of scientific and technical
messages. In twenty-first century, there promises to be an ever-increasing international
flow in advertising, film and sound recording, television programming, book
publishing, scientific and technical journals and associated media.
The influence of the information universe, the symbolic environment that shapes the
perceptions and behaviour of actors at all levels of the international theatre is great.
There is greater significance to such a symbolic environment, which is nourished by
various international, cultural and knowledge production industries, including book
publishers, movie distributors, advertisers’ public relations practitioners and purveyors
of electronic technologies and data.
An analysis of the commercialisation and economisation of culture and knowledge
provides for explaining information imbalance in terms of the economic complexities.
Alongside the universe of material trade, production, distribution, and value adding
there is parallel perhaps coterminous universe of cultural and knowledge trade and
cultural production and distribution, adding value to culture and culture exporting.
Not only do these universes impinge on each other, but they after “currencies” that are
acceptable tender each other’s realms and sustain mutually supportive growth. One
cannot hope to market a new product without the disseminating knowledge of it,
creating a demand and shaping the cultural environment to accept it.
The ability to control the means of production and international distribution of cultural
products, then is the key to larger markets and greater productivity and prosperity in an
international system that has eschewed “gunboat” coercion, to some extend in favour of
the utilisation of cultural industries as persuaders.
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4.6 Global - Regional Integrations
As we have already discussed threadbare homogenization, globalization and
hybridization in unit-4 of block-3 here will present only a summary of that to provide a
link to global regional integration in the globalised era.
In the era of internet, media content once subjected to reach with legal commands and
technology, immediately circulates around the world. Global trends of homogenization
and local processes of division suggest multiple ways in which the global and local
cultural empires are connected.
Transnational media corporations create programming’s templates that can be
customised to individual countries. For example, who wants to be a Millionaire, a
British reality TV show has been licensed in 80 countries. The American reality TV
show Big Brother has penetrated into Countries. The American Idol, has its customized
sister the Indian Idol. The Biggest Loser the survivor and Temptation Island areother
such global TV reality shows that become popular around the world. Miss World and
Miss Universe beauty shows have permitted into a levels across the globe. Cities and
town around the world go for organizing beauty contests.
The internationally successful TV show franchises just add local interest to standard
formats by recruiting cast members from the countries in which they are broadcast. In
India the KBC (Kaun Banega Crore Pati) anchored by the millennium star Amitabh
Bachchan is the customized version of the British TV show who wants to be a
millionaire. And everyone knows the famous global movie Slum-dog millionaire.
Customization of TV shows does not mean that cultural differences are being
eradicated and that the whole world is be subsumed into one global culture. They do
mean, cultures are circulating in new likely to reflect more and more about their
similarities to and differences from one another.
In the previous Block we have presented arguments about how to understand the global
through local context and local cultures, challenge, negotiate and adjust to
globalization.
On the one hand, increasing economic and political interdependence and the spread of
transport and communication technologies homogenise cultures. On the other hand,
these same tendencies generate unique and culturally distinctive responses and
opportunities for the expression, and circulation of culturally specific products. For
instance, the Indian ‘Bindi’ and nose rings have become popular among American girls
and women.
Discussions about the homogenization and fragmentation of cultures are gradually
shifting away from a black-and-white view of the dialectic.
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It is now recognized that ‘cultural experience is both unified beyond localities and
fragmented within them’ (Skalli, 2006).
In focusing on integration/fragmentation dialectic, we do not disconnect political and
economic aspects from dire cultural realm.
Globalization and information technologies are now affecting every aspect of our life.
Advancements and transportation facilities bring people from different parts of the
world into contact at school, at work, in our neighbourhood and in cyberspace.
Living in a global village is no longer a dream but a reality we have to face, regardless
of our culture of origin. It is often said that globalization has fundamentally reshaped
the world known to our ancestors.
The flow of many global products, including movies, television programmes, music,
cars, electric appliances, digital gizmos, and food, has not only transmitted cultural
values from one country to another but also transformed people's way of living.
Multiculturalism recognizes that different cultures can coexist in the same environment
and benefit each other. Cultural differences con provides a rich resource for creative
learning about the world if culturally unlike individuals communicate effectively
Hence, becoming more intercultural is an important challenge for everyone, and
intercultural communication competence is an important skill that all of us need to
develop according to Shuang Liu, Zalavolčič and Cindy Gallois.
4.7 Zee TV
Zee TV is a Hindi language entertainment channel, owned by the Essel Group in India.
It is associated with several sister channels which provides services in Marathi, Hindi,
English and several regional languages in India. Zee TV and its sister channels are
operated by Zee Entertainment Enterprises, a subsidiary of Essel Group. The chairman
of the group is Subhash Chandra, MP Rajya Sabha. Zee TV was launched on 2nd
October 1992. It is headquartered in Mumbai.
In the year 1996 the company started their first cable channel in India under the name
of Siti channel. In the year 1997 they launched zee music, originally known music Asia.
In the year 1998, the company launched zee TV in the USA. Also, they launch Zee
Cine Awards.
With the opening up of the Indian economy in 1990 the era of satellite television and
rapid growth of media and the entertainment industry. One of the earliest to enter the
field was, Subhash Chandra. He established Zee Telefilms Ltd under which Zee TV
was launched.
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Zee TV started on 2nd October 1992, as the first Hindi-language subscription channel
in India. After launching Zee TV, the founder brought SITI Cable in operation in 1995
and started a new joint Venture with Rupert Murdoch's News Corp. He also launched
two channels Zee News and Zee Cinema in the same year.
In 1992 the channel started with about three hours of prime-time programming.
Foreign channels like CNN, STAR TV and private domestic channels such as Zee TV,
Sun TV and ETV and Asia net started satellite broadcasts starting with 41 sets in 1962,
and one channel, by 1995, television in India had covered more than 70 million homes
giving a viewing population of 400 million individuals through more than 100
channels.
A list of Zee TV programmes are India’s Best Cine stars ki Khoj (2000-2014), Kam Ya
Zyaada (2005-present), Sa Re Ga Ma Pa challenge (2005-2006), Idea Jalsa (2006),
Cricket Star (2006-2007), Idea Zee Cinestars (2006 - 2007), Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Ek Main
Aur Ek Tu (2006), Sa Re Ga Ma Pa L’ll champs (2006) Shabaash India (2006-2008),
Don (2007), Sa Re Ga MaPa challenge (2007).
Serials
Kumkum Bhagya (2014-present), Kundali Bhagya (2017-present). Tujhse hai Raabta
(2018-present), Qurbaan Hua (2018-present), Apna Time Aayega (2018-present,
Hamariwali Good News (2020-present), Kyun Riston mein Katti Batti (2020-present),
Teri Meri Ikk Jindri(2021-present).
Reality shows
Indian Pro Music League (2021-present) Chef Vs Fridge (2021-present), The Happy
Hour(2021-present).
Re-run telecasts
Pavitra Rishta (2018-Present), Jodha Akbar (2021-present),(2021-to present), Punar
Vivah (2021-present).
Children/Teen series
Aladdin (2007-2009), Chi and Me (2004-2006) Hip Hip Hurray (1998-2001), Junglee
Toofan Tyre Puncture (1992), The magic make-up Box(2003).
Acquired series
Baarish (2020), Karrie Tu Mohabbat(2020), Kehne Ko Humsafar Hai (2020), Queen
(2020), Zindagi Gulzar Hai (2021).
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It has a very long list of drama series, comedy series, super natural series, reality shows
(including the 1992 Aaap ki Adalat), Hindi dubbed shows, and animated series and
television films.

News and Current Affairs Programmes
The origin of Zee News as a channel could betraced back to 1998, when the channel
had an outlet called Zee TV and other infotainment channel called EL-TV, Zee TV
back then had a prime-time news shows every night as a part of their programming,
mix. Eventually a full scale channel was launched as Zeenewsin 1999.
The owner of the TV Subhash Chandra, who is a Rajya Sabha MP, was elected as an
independent from the state of Haryana with the help of Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP).
That's why the channel is perceived to be close to BJP in its content. In the Afternoon
of Prime Minister Narendra Modi's demonetization of Rs1000 and Rs500 notes, new
currency of Rs2000 was introduced.
During one of the very popular shows on Zee News- DNA (Daily News and Analysis)
& spoke of a revolutionary new chip, that was embedded on every Rs2000 note, so that
it could be tracked. It was later debunked as a fake news, by Reserve Bank of India.
According data available from Broadcast Audience Research Council (BARC) for the
first week of 1999Zee News was at the second position behind Aaj Tak amongst all
Hindi channels. In Hindi News Rural segment, Zee news was at the fourth position and
in Hind New Urban, the channel was again ranked second behind AajTak.
Zee media corporation Ltd introduced a new channel, a second Hindi news channel
called Zee Hindustan, which is a news channel without anchors.
Zee News also turned free-to-air from being a paid channel. Their digital platform
Zeenews.com added five new language sites Malayalam, Telugu, Kannada, Tamil and
Gujarat. Now Zee News is also available in Odia as Zee Odisha.
4.8 Kaun Banega Crore Pati?(KBC)
Known as KBC, it is an Indian television game show. It is the official Hindi language
version of “who wants to be a Millionaire?” franchise. It has been presented by actor
Amitabh Bachchan since its inception, except for during the third season, which was
presented by actor Shah Rukh khan. The programme air on Star Plus for its first three
Reasons from 2000 to 2007, and was commissioned by the programming team of
Sameer Nair. Since 2010 it has been airing on Sony Entertainment Television and it
produced by Big Synergy.
The format is similar to other shows who wants to be a Millionaire? Franchise:
contestants are asked multiple choice questions and must select the correct answer from
four possible choices, and are provided with lifelines that may be used if they are
uncertain. Sinceseason 7 in 2003, the top prize has been & 7 crore.
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KBC premiered on 3 July 2000 and was hosted by Amitabh Bachchan his first
appearance on Indian television. KBC initially offered contestants the chance to win &
1 Crore. The declining ratings of KBC pared the way for reformatting the series
immediately as Junior KBC with kids as contestants which started airing from 6 may
2001. The season ended on 31 December 2001. The show was well received in its
premier season.
On 5th August 2005 to the show was restarted after a four-year hiatus and renamed
KBC 2. During this season, the top prize amount was doubled to a Rs 2crore.It was
abruptly ended by Star plus after Amitabh Bachchan fell ill in 2006 after he shot his last
episode on 13 January 2006 Bachchan had shot 61 of the 85 scheduled episodes when
he fell ill. He announced he would return after he recovered. But when his health
prevented him from filming the remaining 24 episodes, STAR TV took the decision to
stop production.
Star Television recruited shah Rukh Khan in third season of the show when Bachchan
declined. KBC 4 (2010) was hosted by the returning Bachchan and started on11
October 2010, on, Bachchan his 68th birthday. The highest winning prize of season 8
was 7 crores. Yahan sirf Paise Nahi, Dil Bhi Jeete Jate Hain. (Not only money here, but
hearts are also own).
KBC Premiered on 28 August 2017airing on Sony TV. It was season-9 of the game
show.
Due to covid-19 pandemic, filming and airing of KBC season-12 delayed. Season 12
premiere was aired on 28 September 2020 with the tag line “Jo bhi ho, har set back ka
Jawab comeback se do”.
The game show was on with a season 13 in 2021(Wikipedia)
Watching ‘Bigg Boss’
Bigg Boss is an Indian reality TV games how produced by Endemol shine India
through the media conglomerate Viacom 18 and Star India. Subsequently it was
syndicated internationally and available through voot and Disney Hotstar OTT. Later it
was extended to seven languages spoken in the Indian subcontinent. It is the Indian
version of Dutch-British show Big Brother.
The first show of the franchise was Bigg Boss in Hindi which was debuted in 2006
through Sony TV and from Season 2 onwards it moved to and continues on Colors TV.
In 2013the franchise extended to Kannada through Colors Kannada and Bengali
through ETV Bangla, later re-branded into Colors Bangla. In 2017 it extended to Tamil
through Star Vijay and to Telugu through Star Maa. In 2018 it ventured into Marathi
thorough Colors Marathi and to Malayalam through Asianet.
Though only celebrities were selected to be house mates in the initial season, members
of the public later have been chosen to be on the show in the latest seasons of Hindi,
Kannada and Telugu versions of the show.
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Contestants called “housemates" live together inspecially constructed house that is
isolated from the outside world. Housemates are voted out, usually, on a weekly basis,
until only person remains and wins the cash prize. During the in “the house” the
contestants, are continuously monitored by live television cameras as well as personal
audio microphone.
The programme relies on techniques such as stripped back-to-basic environment,
eviction, weekly tasks, competitions set by Bigg Boss, and the “Confession Room”.
Where house mates converge with Bigg Boss and nominate the housemates they wish
to evict from the house. The house mates with most nominations are then announced,
and viewers are given opportunity to vote via SMS or online through social media and
smart mobile phones applications for the nominee they wish to save from eviction. The
last person standing is declared the winner.
The contestants are required to indulge in house-work and assigned tasks by the
omnipresent authority figure known to them as Bigg Boss The tasks are designed to test
teamwork abilities and community spirit of the house mates. The luxury budget is a
weekly allowance to buy luxury food items other than the supplied essentials which
depend on the outcome of tasks assigned.
The Bigg Boss an adaptation of Big Brother created in The Netherlands by Joh de mol
Jr, largely based on the celebrity Big Brother model owned By Endemol Shine Group.
A “house” was constructed for the show at Lanavla for season 1 to 4 and 6 to 12, in
Karjat for season 5 and Goregaon from Season 13 onwards. Bigg Boss debuted on
television in 2006 with Arshad Warsi as the host. The show gained popularity after
Shilpa Shetty emerged as the winner in Big Brother 5 and replaced Warsi as the host in
the Second Season.
For the season 2, the shows broadcast moved to Viacom 18’s Colors TV. Amitabh
Bachchan hosted the show for Season 3. Salman Khan continued as a host from season
4 onwards, while Sanjay also hosted for Season 5 with Salman Khan. Farah Khan
hosted the spin off season 8 in the absence main host Salman Khan.(Wikipedia)
Indian adaptations of global TV programme
Kaun Banega Crorepati, Indian Idol, Indian Idol Junior, Jhalak Dikhla Jaa, Fear Factor
Khatron Ke Khiladi, India's Got Talent, Bigg Boss, Comed Night with Kapil, master
chef India, Kya Aap Paanchvi pass Se Tez Hain, 24.
“More than 10 million people watch there shows now every week. They visit the
websites and read about the participants daily in newspapers and magazines. What does
it say about them about us and about our culture?”
“Pope John Paul II denounced reality TV as incompatible with human dignity. But
human dignity has taken worse knocks than this and the churches were conspicuously
silent. Religions whose hierarchs ordered the torture and murder of dissidents have
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historically been more concerned with the dignity of God than the dignity of man, and
their swift and savage judgments were in some ways violent ancestors of the voting off
procedure”.)

"In the 17 countries, that have worked the Big Brother formula, the programmes have
had besotted fans, though they may be read and lonely, they are not voyeurs. They are
worse than voyeurs, for the past they agree is not that of a helpless peeping Tom, that of
Big Brother, chief of the thought police. The viewers who vote for exclusions from the
Big Brother house, and we are told that they are far more numerous than the people
who voted for the present government, are happy to observe, evaluate and judge their
fellow humans on capricious and partial evidence and condemn them to ostracism, one
of the most powerful weapons in the human social armoury, just because they don't like
them.
"The press of course has not been un remitting hostile. Two weeks ago, the daily
Telegraph published a leader supporting the Programme...”Salman Rushdie writes that,
"The subject of reality TV shows, however, has been impossible to avoid. Their success
is the media story of the (new) century, along with the ratings triumphs of the bigmoney game shows such as who wants to be a millionaire? Success on this scale insists
on being examined, because it tells us things about ourselves; or ought to”.
“A what showy selfishness is here revealed! The television set once so idealistically
thought of as our window to the world has become a dime-store mirror instead who
needs images of the world's rich otherness when you can watch these half-familiar
avatars of yourself these half-attractive half-persons -enacting ordinary life under weird
conditions? Who needs talent, when the unashamed self-display of talentless is
constantly on the offer”?
"Oh, the dullness! Here are people becoming famous for being asleep for keeping a fire
alight, for letting fire go out, for videotaping their clicked thoughts... for lounging
around...for being unpopular… In short, are people becoming famous for doing nothing
much at call, but doing it where everyone can see them.”
“Add the contestants' exhibitionism to the viewers’ voyeurism and you get a picture of
a society sickly in thrall to hat Saul Bellow called ‘event glamour’. Such is the glamour
of these banal but brilliantly spot lit events that anything resembling real value modesty, decency, intelligence, humour, selfishness: you can write your own list is
rendered. In this invested ethical universe poorer is better. The show presents ‘reality’
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as a prize fight, and suggests that in life, as on TV anything goes, and more deliciously
contemptible it is, the more we will like it”.
“The problem with this kind of engineered realism is that like all face, it is likely to
have a short shelf-life, unless it finds ways of renewing it. The probability is that our
voyeurism will become more demanding at won't be enough to watch somebody being
catty, or weeping when evicted from the house of hell, or everything on subsequent talk
shows, as if they had anything left to reveal”.
“What is gradually being reinvented is the gladiatorial combat. The TV set is the
coliseum and the contestants are both gladiators and lions; their job is to eat one another
until only one remains alive. But how long in our Jaded culture, before ‘real’ lions,
actual dangers, are introduced to these various forms of fantasy island to feed more pain
our hunger for more action, more pain, more vicarious thrills”?
In the world outside TV our numbed senses already require doses of titillation one
murder is barely enough, only the mass murderers make the front pages.
You have to blow up a building full of people or machine gun a whole royal family to
get our attention. Soon, perhaps, you'll have to kill off a whole species of wildlife, or
unleash a virus that wipes out people by the thousands, or else, you'll be small potatoes.
You’ll be on inside page”.
“And as in reality, so on ‘reality TV’. How long until the first TV death? How longuntil
the second?...”
(Salman Rushdie, Guardian, 9 June 2001)
Documentary in Digital Era
Recent technological advancement has also impacted upon documentary in a number of
ways. Advances in image construction and manipulation shave allowed filmmakers a
much greater latitude to mediate representations of the social-historical world. Such
technological marvel developments can be seen as presenting the potential to capture
new audiences through new formats while also posing a new threat to the integrity of
documentary’s claims to truth, according to I. Roscoe and C. Hight.
They say, digital technologies present perhaps the most potent challenge to
documentary, privileged truth status. These advances in photographic and computer
technology have already had an impact on journalism. Computer programmes such as
Adobe Photoshop allow even the relatively unskilled to manipulate photographic stills.
Extend this to the general post-production process and the implications are clear.
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Although, documentaries are always considered “constructed” to some extent, because
of the need to select and structure information into textual form, these new technologies
allow the referent itself to be manipulated in other words, the basic integrity of camera
as a recording instrument is fundamentally undermined.
In this way, according to Roscoe and Hight, it has never been easier to “fake it” and to
be able to go as producing evidence in the form of stills of film, of events, people and
objects that really no referent to the “real world”.

Check Your Progress
1. In which way the cultural industries reach to the global markets?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
2. Narrate the contribution of Zee TV for the national Integration?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
3. How do the Indian TV programmes approached to increase viewers?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
4. How the documentary are visualized in the digital era?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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